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PREFACE 

The purpose of this paper is to extend the correspondence between Higgs 
bundles and local systems [2,5,6,7, 13, 17, 19,20,21] to the case when X 
is a noncom pact algebraic curve. The basic result is that there is a class of 
analytic objects on X which will be put in one-to-one correspondences with 
two different classes of algebraic geometric objects on the completion X. The 
analytic objects are harmonic bundles on X satisfying a growth condition at 
the punctures which we call tameness. The two types of algebraic objects are 
Higgs bundles and g-x-modules, both with regular singularities at the punctures, 
together with additional data of filtrations of the fibers over the punctures. 
The filtered regular g-x-modules also correspond to topological objects, local 
systems (i.e. representations of the fundamental group), together with filtrations 
assigned to the punctures. For the algebraic or topological objects, there is an 
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extra condition of stability needed for inclusion in our correspondences. We get 
one-to-one correspondences between irreducible tame harmonic bundles, stable 
filtered regular Higgs bundles, stable filtered regular 9"x-modules, and stable 
filtered local systems. The reader is referred to the Synopsis for a more detailed 
description. 

The main problem in the compact case was to understand the nonlinear anal-
ysis needed to construct analytic objects such as harmonic bundles. However, 
this being understood by now, we are left in the noncompact case with the 
problem of figuring out what happens near the singularities at the punctures. In 
order to simplify the situation, we make what turns out to be a very natural con-
dition of tameness on the growth of the harmonic metric near a puncture. This 
restriction to tame harmonic bundles allows us to prove a curvature estimate 
in §2. The curvature estimate is what gives the algebraic structures across the 
punctures, as well as the filtrations characterizing growth rates of the harmonic 
metrics (§3). Then in §4, some Weitzenbock formulas allow us to sharpen the 
growth estimates. To go the other way, from a filtered algebraic object to a class 
of metrics, some models are needed for the singularities (§5). After all of this 
is done, the machinery from the compact case can take over, with a stability 
condition being the key to existence of harmonic metrics (§6). Finally, and this 
is a rather difficult point, we show that the local pictures of the various types 
of algebraic objects correspond nicely under our maps (§7). In §8 we give a 
short application characterizing variations of Hodge structure as fixed points of 
a natural C* action. 

This paper represents the next logical step after [19]. We are in effect carrying 
our the program described in the introduction to that paper, for the case of 
noncompact curves. In fact, the case of variations of Hodge structure on a 
noncompact curve was already treated there, so some of the steps we need here 
have already been completed. In these cases we can quote the relevant lemmas. 

More generally, the present work builds on what is known in four basic areas. 
These are the extensions of the theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri, the theory 
of harmonic maps, the study of variations of Hodge structure, and the theory 
of differential equations with regular singularities. 

The theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri [17], relating unitary local systems 
and stable vector bundles, has been generalized by Donaldson [5,6], Uhlenbeck 
and Yau [21], Hitchin [13], Deligne and Beilinson, and the author [19, 20]. 
The later generalizations introduced an interaction term which Hitchin called 
the Higgs field, which results in nonunitary connections. In another direction, 
Mehta and Seshadri worked out the case of unitary connections on a noncom-
pact curve, introducing the idea of filtrations or parabolic structures controlling 
the singularities of the connection [16]. Most of our analytic difficulties stem 
from trying to deal with Hitchin's Higgs field in the noncompact case. 

The converse problem of going from a local system to a vector bundle or Higgs 
bundle is trivial in the unitary case, but in the case of nonunitary local systems 
it involves the notion of equivariant harmonic maps. This definition and the 
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main existence theorem are due to Corlette [2] (and Donaldson, independently, 
for rank 2 [7]), following the original ideas of Eells and Sampson [8] (cf. also 
[12]). This work in the compact case can be carried over to the noncompact 
case. In fact, and this is a gap in the exposition, we have not included the proof, 
but it is by now fairly straightforward. 

One of the main sources of inspiration for the methods of this paper has been 
the theory of variations of Hodge structure, invented by Griffiths [9] and further 
developed by Schmid [11, 18] (and of course many others). The relation with 
harmonic bundles is that the variations of Hodge structure provide the most 
basic examples which demonstrate how to go beyond the unitary case. Grif-
fiths' period map is essentially the same as the equivariant harmonic map-it is 
a lifting. Schmid studied very carefully the asymptotic behavior of the period 
map near a singularity. The results point to what to expect of a harmonic map, 
or at least of a tame one. Schmid's calculation of the curvature of the period do-
main, and the resulting distance decreasing property [11], are replicated in our 
main curvature estimate. The models for the behavior of variations of Hodge 
structure provided by Schmid's Sl2 orbit theorem [18] provide the models we 
need to study the local behavior in the tame harmonic case. In using the cur-
vature estimate to gain control of the local picture, we do not follow Schmid's 
nilpotent orbit and Sl2 orbit theorems. Rather we follow a program started 
by Griffiths where he proved the regularity of the Gauss-Manin connection (cf. 
[10]). We use results of Corn alba and Griffiths to extend the algebraic struc-
tures of the bundles across the puncture [3]. By going this route, we obtain an 
alternate proof of the crudest of Schmid's norm estimates, but not the more 
refined asymptotic information. 

The last of the ingredients is the classical theory of differential equations with 
regular singularities, as formalized in modern terms by Deligne [4] and subse-
quently pursued by many others under the rubric of .9 x-modules. Our notion 
of tameness of a harmonic bundle is closely related to regular singularity of a 
system of differential equations, and hence, more abstrusely, to the notion of 
tameness of an l-adic representation in number theory (thUS our terminology). 
In fact, tameness of the harmonic bundle leads to regular singularity of the al-
gebraic connection which we construct. We follow ideas of Kashiwara [14] and 
Malgrange [15] on introducing filtrations at the singularities of a .9 x-module (as 
well as the work of Mehta and Seshadri noted above), in making our definitions 
of filtered objects. The classical correspondence between regular singular sys-
tems of differential equations and representations of the fundamental group is 
very useful in allowing us to interpret our results in terms of topological objects, 
filtered local systems. 

One of the stranger discoveries in the course of this work was the occur-
rence of filtered local systems as the basic topological objects of study. The 
additional data of the filtrations correspond to some additional data about the 
growth rates of the equivariant harmonic map. (It turns out that Deligne had 
considered filtered local systems with integer jumps. See Appendix C of [23].) 
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The possibility of introducing the extra data of filtrations should provide an 
interesting method to use in the study of the set of representations. Essentially 
it allows one to construct new representations with different conjugacy classes 
of monodromy transformations around the punctures-this will be taken up in 
a later paper. 

The following are some of the topics which merit further study. First of all, 
the restriction of tameness is a fairly strong one, if one is interested in classifying 
all harmonic bundles. A question is whether one could set up a correspondence 
in which some nontame harmonic bundles correspond to systems of differential 
equations with irregular singularities. The main curvature estimate would seem 
to be more difficult in this case, although that problem could be avoided by 
looking at bundles of rank 1 first. A second point is that, while we have obtained 
some norm estimates, we did not generalize Schmid's Sl2 orbit theorem [18]. 
This would be an important generalization to make, to obtain higher order 
asymptotic information on the behavior of the harmonic map. For example, 
what becomes of the limiting mixed Hodge structure in the harmonic case? 
Another bit of the theory of variations of Hodge structure which would probably 
be worth replicating is Zucker's theorem on the L 2 cohomology with coefficients 
in a variation of Hodge structure [22]. Some more obvious problems to consider 
are the problem of constructing nice moduli spaces for local systems in the 
noncompact case, and of course the problem of treating noncompact varieties 
in higher dimensions. 

I would like to thank W. Schmid, J. Bernstein, K. Corlette, P. Deligne, and 
J. Simpson. 

SYNOPSIS 

This paper contains results about tame harmonic bundles on noncompact 
curves. X is a smooth noncompact algebraic curve, X denotes its smooth 
completion to a compact Riemann surface, and S = X - X is the finite set 
of punctures. The theme is that there are several types of objects on X, two 
algebraic geometric and one topological, with filtrations at the punctures, which 
are put in one-to-one correspondence using the notion of tame harmonic bundle. 
We start by discussing the algebraic and topological objects. 

To describe the two kinds of filtered algebraic geometric objects, let us discuss 
the notion of filtered vector bundle. This is essentially what Mehta and Seshadri 
called a vector bundle with parabolic structure. An algebraic vector bundle on X 
is a bundle E given by regular algebraic transition functions over Zariski open 
sets. We will interchangeably think of E as a locally free sheaf of &x-modules. 
E may be extended to a locally free sheaf over a puncture s simply by including 
s in one of the charts. However, the extension will depend on the description of 
E in terms of transition functions-so there are many ways to extend E. The 
sections of these various extensions are all contained in the set of meromorphic 
sections of E. Afiltered vector bundle is an algebraic vector bundle E together 
with a collection of extensions Eo,s across the punctures s, such that: the 
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extensions form a decreasing left continuous filtration: Ea,s C Ep,s for a ~ p, 
and E _0 s = E s for small e; and if z is a local coordinate vanishing to order 

Q co, Q, 

one at s, then Ea+l,s = zEa,s. 
The filtration is really described by the a between 0 and 1. Let E be the 

bundle on X obtained by using the extensions Eo s at all the punctures. Then 
the fiber E(s) is a vector space with a filtration Ea(s) indexed by 0:5 a < I. 
The degree of a filtered bundle is defined to be 

deg(E) = deg(E) + L L adim(Gra(E(s))). 
s O~a<l 

The main type of algebraic object we will consider is a filtered regular Higgs 
bundle. This consists of a filtered vector bundle E, together with a map 

I 8:E--+E®Ox 
of sheaves of &'x-modules, satisfying a regularity condition with respect to the 
filtrations 

I 8: Ea,s --+ Ea,$ ® 0x(logs). 

Here Oi(logs) denotes the sheaf of differentials generated at s by d z / z. The 
degree of E is simply the degree of the filtered bundle. We say that E is stable 
if, for every subbundle Me E (with induced filtration), preserved by 8, 

deg(M) deg(E) 
rk(M) < rk(E) . 

The objects we will consider will be stable filtered regular Higgs bundles of 
degree zero. 

Our next type of object is the filtered regular 9} x-module. By this we will 
mean (and this is an abuse of notation) a filtered vector bundle V together with 
an algebraic connection 

I V: V --+ V®Ox 
(satisfying the Leibniz rule V(av) = d(a)v + aV(v) , it is automatically inte-
grable), such that it obeys the regularity condition with respect to the filtration 

I V: Va, S --+ Va, s ® 0x(log s) . 
The name 9} x-module indicates that the connection V gives an action of the 
sheaf of algebraic differential operators 9} x on V, although the ones we con-
sider here by no means exhaust all modules over 9} x . 

The degree of a filtered regular 9} x-module is just the degree of the filtered 
vector bundle. A 9}x-module V is stable if, for any subbundle MeV (with 
induced filtration) which is preserved by the connection V, 

deg(M) deg(V) 
rk(M) < rk(V) . 

The objects we will consider will be stable filtered regular 9} x-modules of degree 
zero. 
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The regularity condition means in particular that the algebraic connection has 
regular singularities. There is a classical relation between algebraic connections 
with regular singularities, and local systems, wherein the local system is the local 
system of solutions to the system of ordinary differential equations V(v) = O. 
In view of this, we make a definition of topological objects, filtered local systems, 
which correspond to filtered regular 9 x-modules. The additional data of the 
filtration on the local system corresponds to the additional data of the filtration 
on the 9 x-module. The correspondence between filtered regular 9 x-modules 
and filtered local systems has nothing to do with harmonic bundles, so for the 
purposes of exposition, one could ignore the 9 x-modules and state the main 
theorem as a correspondence between Higgs bundles and local systems. 

Here is the notion of filtered local system. A local system is a bundle on 
X given by constant transition functions. If x E X is a base point, then a 
local system L is the same thing as a vector space Lx and a representation of 
1t1 (X, x) on Lx' Suppose that s E S is a puncture, and fix a ray Ps emanating 
out from s. Then it makes sense to discuss the stalk of Lover p, denoted L p 

or, if no confusion arises, Ls' If p is extended to a path back to x, then Lp 
becomes identified with Lx' The monodromy transformation "continue once 
around s .. acts on Ls; denote it by J.l.s ' A filtered local system is a local system 
L together with filtrations Lp ,s of the stalks Ls ' indexed by real numbers p. 
The filtrations are decreasing and left continuous in p, and Lp,s should be 
preserved by the monodromy transformation J.l.s (which makes the data of the 
filtration independent of the choice of p), 

The degree of a filtered local system is defined to be 

deg(L) = LLPdim(Grp(Ls ))' 
s p 

A filtered local system is said to be stable if for any subsystem MeL (with 
induced filtration), 

deg( M) deg( L) 
rk(M) < rk(L) . 

The objects we will consider will be stable filtered local systems of degree zero. 

Theorem. There is a natural one-tO-one correspondence between stable filtered 
regular Higgs bundles oj degree zero, and stable filtered local systems oj degree 
zero or equivalently stable filtered regular 9 x -modules oj degree zero. 

The ranks of the objects are preserved. This correspondence arises from 
the fact that both sides are shown to correspond to irreducible tame harmonic 
bundles. 

A harmonic bundle consists of a representation of the fundamental group 
1C 1 (X, x) -+ GI(n, C) together with a harmonic map from the universal cover 
i to the symmetric space GI( n , C) IV (n) , such that the harmonic map is equi-
variant with respect to the action of the fundamental group on both sides. The 
harmonic bundle is irreducible if the representation cannot be decomposed as 
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a direct sum compatible with the harmonic map. The harmonic map can force 
irreducibility even if the representation is reducible. 

The concept of tameness has to do with the growth of the harmonic map 
near the punctures. A harmonic bundle is said to be tame if, along any ray out 
to a puncture, there is a lifting of the harmonic map into a map to GI(n, C) 
which grows at most polynomially in the euclidean distance to the puncture. 

An irreducible tame haf!l1onic bundle gives a stable filtered local system of 
degree zero, and a stable filtered regular Higgs bundle of degree zero. Both 
of these constructions are one-to-one. The monodromy representation of the 
local system is the same as the representation in the harmonic bundle, and on 
the other hand, the () of the Higgs bundle essentially gives the derivative of 
the harmonic map. In both cases, the. objects, local systems or Higgs bundles, 
also come with smoothly varying hermitian metrics defined over X. These 
harmonic metrics satisfy nonlinear partial differential equations. The filtrations 
measure the growth of the metrics at the punctures. 

Important to the usefulness of the correspondence is that there is some con-
trol over what happens near the punctures. To describe this, we introduce the 
notions of residues of the various filtered objects at a puncture s. In each of 
the three cases, the residue is a graded vector space with grading indexed by 
real numbers which come from the jumps in the filtration, together with an 
endomorphism which respects the grading. 

If L is a filtered local system, then ress(L) = EBp Grp(Ls) with endomor-
phism J1.s • Note that this depends on the choice of a ray p going from the 
puncture. If E is a filtered vector bundle, set ress(E) = EBO<a<1 Gra(E(s». 
If E has a map () giving a filtered regular Higgs bundle, then ress(E) is the 
residue of the filtered bundle defined above, with endomorphism res( () given 
by the action of z()(8 j8z) on the associated graded. If a filtered vector bundle 
V has a connection V' giving a filtered regular 9' x-module, then ress (V) is 
the residue of the filtered bundle as defined above, with endomorphism res (V') 
given by the action of V' (z8 j 8 z) on the associated grading. 

One of the main facts is that under our correspondence, the residues of the 
objects change in a very simple way, up to isomorphism which, however, is not 
canonical. To describe this, first decompose the residue according to the eigen-
value of the operator. This decomposition is compatible with the grading, so 
one obtains a decomposition graded by a real number and a complex one. Then 
on each piece of this finer decomposition, the residual endomorphism acts by a 
scalar (the eigenvalue) plus a nilpotent. The theorem on equality of the residues 
is that if a filtered regular Higgs bundle E, a filtered regular 9' x-module V, 
and a filtered local system L correspond in the above correspondence, then 
there are isomorphisms 

ress(E) ~ res/V) ~ ress(L) 

which respect the finer decomposition according to grading and eigenvalue, with 
a permutation of the indices as described in the table below; and such that on 
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each piece of the decomposition, the nilpotent parts of the residual endomor-
phisms are equal. The permutations of the jumps in the filtrations and the 
eigenvalues of the endomorphism are given by this table: 

(E, () (V, V') L 
jump a a-2b p= -2b 

eigenvalue b+ci a+2ci exp( -27l'ia + 47l'c) 

A more combinatorial way to formalize this is the following. For each of the 
points s, form a residue diagram. This consists of a collection of partitions 
Psu ,v which together total n, labeled by pairs consisting of a real number u, 
the jump, and a complex number v, the eigenvalue. The partitions describe 
the type of the nilpotent part of the residual endomorphism, acting on its v 
generalized eigenspace in the u piece of the grading of the residue space at s. 
The theorem is that, under the correspondences, the residue diagrams remain 
the same but with labeling permuted as described in the table. 

The residues also describe the behavior of the harmonic map of the cor-
responding tame harmonic bundle. This happens through the mechanism of 
weights of a nilpotent endomorphism. Given a nilpotent endomorphism N of 
a vector space, put it in Jordan normal form and assign to the basis vectors 
integer weights so that N lowers weights by 2, and so that the weights of each 
Jordan block are arranged symmetrically about the origin. For example if N is 
a nonzero nilpotent two-by-two matrix, the weights would be 1 and -1. The 
Jordan normal form is not canonical, but the weight filtration is canonical: Wk 
is the span of the vectors of weights less than or equal to k. This construction 
gives a weight filtration of the residues defined above; namely, on each subspace 
of the decomposition by grading and eigenvalue, take the weight filtration of the 
nilpotent part of the residual endomorphism. 

The weight filtration of the residue ress(L) of the filtered local system de-
scribes the behavior of the harmonic map at the puncture s, as follows. Choose 
a basis of ress(L) compatible with the decomposition into ress(L)p (associated 
graded of the structural filtration), and compatible with the weight filtration. 
Then form a diagonal matrix F(r) with entries 'p/log/,k/2 for the basis el-
ements in ress(L)p of weight k. Fix a ray emanating outward from s, lift 
it to the universal cover, and call it p. The distance r to the puncture (in a 
euclidean metric on X) gives the linear coordinate on the ray p. The matrix 
F(r) gives a map from p to GI(n, C)jU(n). After a suitable automorphism 
of the symmetric space corresponding to the change of basis, the values of the 
harmonic map along the ray p lie within a uniformly bounded distance from 
the values of this map F(r), if the distance in the symmetric space is measured 
using an invariant metric. 

Another way to say essentially the same thing is to say that the filtration Lp 
and the weight filtration describe the norms of flat sections along the ray p, as 
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measured by the harmonic metric accorded to the local system by the harmonic 
bundle. If I is a flat section in L p but not in a smaller level of the filtration, 
and if the image of I in the associated graded res(L)p lies in Wk but not 
in Wk _ l , then the norm of I measured in the harmonic metric is within a 
bounded multiple of rP I log rlk/2 . 

Similar statements hold for holomorphic sections of the filtered Higgs bun-
dle and filtered g x-module. The description in the latter case is the same as 
the following description in the former. If E is a filtered regular Higgs bundle 
coming from a harmonic bundle, then E has a smoothly varying metric har-
monic metric over X. The filtration Eo,s and the weight filtration of ress(E) 
describe the norms of meromorphic sections of E near s. If e is a meromor-
phic section of E, then it lies in Eo,s for some a; take the smallest Eo.s (the 
biggest a). Then look at the image of e in the associated graded ress(E)o. 
We can assume that a is between 0 and 1 by multiplying by an appropriate 
power of z. If the image of e lies in Wk but not in Wk _ l , then the norm of e 
measured in the harmonic metric is within a bounded·multiple of r0l1ogrlk/2. 

Finally let me describe the role played by some particular types of objects. 
Principal among the examples of harmonic bundles which come from geometry 
are Griffiths' variations of Hodge structure. A complex variation of Hodge struc-
ture is a local system with a smoothly varying decomposition H = E9 HP , with 
a locally constant hermitian form which is (-1 t -definite on the orthogonal 
spaces H P , such that the flat connection satisfies the transversality condition 

D: H P -+ A1.o(HP ) E!7 A1.O(HP- 1) E!7 AO,I (HP ) E!7 AO.1(HP+1). 

The associated positive definite metric obtained by changing the signs on H P is 
a harmonic metric for the local system. The harmonic map in the resulting har-
monic bundle is a projection of Griffiths' classifying map, which maps i into 
a complex analytic symmetric space called the period domain, to the symmetric 
space GI(n)jU(n). In the filtered local system obtained by our correspondence, 
the filtrations at the punctures are trivial. 

The filtered regular Higgs bundles which come from complex variations of 
Hodge structure are of the following special kind. A filtered regular system 
of Hodge bundles is a filtered regular Higgs bundle which has a decomposition 
E = E9 EP of filtered vector bundles, such that () has degree -1 in this grading: 

(): EP -+ EP- I ® a,i 
«() satisfying as well the regularity conditions with respect to the filtrations). 
Under our correspondence, the harmonic bundles which come from irreducible 
complex variations of Hodge structure correspond to the stable filtered regular 
systems of Hodge bundles of degree zero. A useful point is that, when checking 
stability, only subsystems of Hodge bundles need be considered. 

The system of Hodge bundles corresponding to a variation of Hodge struc-
ture may be described as follows. The transversality condition implies that the 
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Hodge filtration F P = (f)r'~P H' varies holomorphically. Set EP = F P j F P- 1 • 

The second fundamental form describing how the filtration varies provides the 
map 8: EP -+ EP- l ® n~. There are extensions E!,s which are compatible 
with the Hodge decomposition, giving a structure of filtered regular system of 
Hodge bundles. The existence of these extensions and the fact that 8 satisfies 
the regularity condition were first proved for the case of variations of Hodge 
structure many years ago by Griffiths and Schmid .. Also proved by Schmid in 
this case was the statement that the nilpotent part of the monodromy transfor-
mation of the local system is the same as the (automatically nilpotent) residue 
of 8. 

There is an action of e* on the set of stable filtered regular Higgs bundles 
of degree zero: t E e* sends (E, 8) to (E, t8) , keeping the same filtration. 
The fixed points of this action are the stable filtered regular systems of Hodge 
bundles of degree zero, in other words the Higgs bundles which come from 
(irreducible) variations of Hodge structure as above. 

Via our correspondence, e* acts on the space of stable filtered local systems, 
and the fixed points are the local systems which come from variations of Hodge 
structure. The filtrations and the norms of the eigenvalues are changed by the 
action; any fixed points must have trivial filtrations and eigenvalues of norm 
1. Conversely, if the filtrations of a filtered local system are trivial, and the 
eigenvalues of the monodromy transformations have absolute value 1, then the 
action of e* preserves the isomorphism classes of the residues, and so the 
conjugacy classes of the monodromy transformations. If such an irreducible 
local system is strongly rigid for specified conjugacy classes of monodromy, in 
other words if the local system is uniquely determined by the conjugacy classes 
of its monodromy transformations around the punctures, then it must come 
from a complex variation of Hodge structure. 

1. HARMONIC BUNDLES 

In this section we will recall some basic notations about harmonic bundles. 
Throughout the paper, X is a noncompact curve, and (J) is a metric which 
extends smoothly to the compact completion X. 

Locally, a harmonic bundle is the same thing as a harmonic map from an 
open set in X to the homogeneous space GI(n)jU(n). We will think of the 
harmonic bundle as a constant vector space together with a smoothly varying 
metric K, satisfying some equations. A point in GI(n)jU(n) represented by 
a matrix h corresponds to the metric (u, V)K = (I hhu, v) on en , the latter 
being the standard metric. Globally, a harmonic bundle is a flat bundle with 
a smoothly varying metric, which locally satisfies the equations of a harmonic 
map. Alternatively one may think of a representation 1tl (X) -+ GI(n, C) (the 
monodromy representation of the flat bundle), and an equivariant harmonic 
map from the universal cover of X to the space GI(n)jU(n). 

There is another type of object with metric which turns out to be equiv-
alent. A Higgs bundle is a hoiomorphic bundle (E, 8) with a hoiomorphic 
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endomorphism-valued one-form 0: E -+ E ® n~. We can consider smoothly 
varying metrics on a Higgs bundle, and if certain additional equations are sat-
isfied, such objects are the same as harmonic bundles. 

The equations which are required of the harmonic metrics in either of the 
cases, and the resulting equivalence, were discussed in detail in [20]. They are 
local matters, so the discussion carries over to here. We will simply review the 
results and the notation. 

If (V ,D) is a bundle with flat connection, we denote the decomposition of 
the connection into operators of types (1, 0) and (0, 1) by 

D = d' + i'. 
Given a metric on a flat bundle (V, D), one obtains (by linear algebra) some 
other operators 8, 8, O,and 8,oftypes (0,1), (1,0), (I,O),and (0,1) 
respectively. These automatically satisfy the following conditions. 8 + 8 re-
spects the metric, in other words (8u, v)+(u, 8v) = 8(u, v); we have (u, Ov) 
= (8u, v). We have d" = 8 + 8 and d' = 8 + O. Setting 0' = 8 - 0 and 
0" = 8 - 8, the connections 0' + d" and d' + 0" respect the metric K. Form 
the operators D" = 8 + 0 and D' = 8 + 8. The pseudo-curvature of the metric 
is the endomorphism-valued two-form 

II 2 -GK = (D ) = 8(0). 

Note that here, since X has complex dimension one, we have 82 = ° and 
02 = 0. The condition for the metric to be harmonic is G K = 0. If this 
condition holds, then the operator 8 gives a holomorphic structure, and 0 is 
holomorphic, so we get a metrized Higgs bundle. 

The construction works similarly in the reverse. Suppose (E, 0) is a Higgs 
bundle. Let 8 denote the holomorphic structure. Suppose E has a metric. 

- I II Then we get operators 8, 0, d , d , D, and so forth. These are defined by 
the condition that 8 + 8 preserves the metric, and that (u, Ov) = (8u, v) . 
Then d" = 8 + 8, d' = 8 + 0 , and D = d' + d" . The curvature of the metric 
is the endomorphism-valued two-form 

FK = D2 = 88 + 88 + 08 + 80. 
It is the curvature of the connection D. Note that the expression is again 
simplified since X is a curve. The condition for the metric to be harmonic is 
that F K = 0. If this holds, then D is flat connection. 

These constructions are inverses: if (V, D) is a flat bundle and K is a 
harmonic metric, then the same metric K is a harmonic metric for the resulting 
Higgs bundle; and the flat connection induced by this metric on the Higgs bundle 
is equal to the original. Similarly if (E, 0) is a Higgs bundle and K is a 
harmonic metric, then the same metric is a harmonic metric on the flat bundle, 
and the resulting Higgs structure is the same as before. 
Tameness. We will only consider certain types of harmonic bundles, those satis-
fying a growth property we call tameness. It is actually a property of the Higgs 
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bundle underlying a harmonic bundle. The endomorphism-valued one-form 
8 has eigenvalues, which are multivalued holomorphic one-forms on X (with 
finitely many branches). The definition is that (E, 8) is tame if the eigenvalues 
of 8 have poles of order at most one, at the puncture points. (Note that the 
poles can have fractional order, depending on the multiplicity of values of 8.) 
We will see at the end of §2 that this definition of tameness agrees with the 
definition involving polynomial growth of the metric, which was given in the 
Synopsis. 

The restriction to tame harmonic bundles seems to be necessary for getting 
good estimates like those of §2-it is an interesting problem for further study 
to remove the restriction. Fortunately, our restricted class of tame harmonic 
bundles corresponds nicely with topological objects, as we will see by the end 
of the paper. 

Regular singularities. A harmonic bundle has associated an analytic object, a 
locally free &x-module V with integrable connection. Such objects are £gx-
modules of the simplest type, and we will abuse notation and use the terminology 
"£gx-module" to mean just these particular ones. The notion of £gx-module 
means that there is an action of the sheaf of differential operators. This action is 
given by a connection, which specifies the action of the vector fields. The other 
differential operators are sums of compositions of derivations given by vector 
fields. A connection is a map V: V -+ V ® Q i ' and the integrability condition 
V2 = 0 (automatic since X is a curve) insures that it gives a well-defined action 
of differential operators of higher orders. 

If (E, D, D" ,K) is a harmonic bundle on X, then the flat analytic con-
nection D gives an analytic £g x-module V. The holomorphic structure of the 
holomorphic bundle underlying this £g x-module is given by the operator d', 
the part of D of type (0, 1). The holomorphic bundle V = (E, d") has a 
holomorphic connection V = d' , the part of D of type (I, 0) . 

An analytic £g x-module is the same thing as a local system of C vector 
spaces on X, in other words a representation of the fundamental group. This 
correspondence is given as follows. If V is locally free over &;n with flat 
connection V, then L = VV , the sheaf of sections killed by V, is a locally 
constant sheaf in the usual topology of X an • It is the local system of solutions 
of the ordinary differential equation V(v) = o. The representation of 7r) (X) 
is obtained by continuing a solution at x around a loop and back to x. If 
(V, V) is the £gx-module coming from a harmonic bundle (E, D, D" , K), 
then the associated local system is the same as the local system of flat sections 
of E with respect to the flat differential geometric connection D. 

The notion of £gx-module makes sense in the algebraic category, too. There 
is a notion of regular singularities for algebraic £g x-modules on X. A refer-
ence is [4], although most books on ordinary differential equations discuss this 
concept. It depends strongly on the algebraic structure of V at the punctures. 
If V starts as an analytic locally free sheaf on X, then to give an algebraic 
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structure at a puncture essentially means to specify which holomorphic sections 
are meromorphic at the puncture. The connection V has regular singularities if 
the flat sections along rays out to the puncture grow at most polynomially when 
expressed in terms of a basis of meromorphic sections of V. An equivalent 
formulation is that V has regular singularities if there exists an extension V 
of V to a locally free sheaf on the smooth completion X, compatible with 
the meromorphic structure .of V , and such that when the connection is written 
by a connection matrix V = d + A with respect to a framing of the locally 
free sheaf V, the matrix A consists of one-forms with poles of order ~ 1. 
It should be noted that V is not unique, and that not every extension will do. 
The 9 x-modules with which we will deal in this paper will always have regular 
singularities. 

It seems like a good idea to discuss the relationship between the module with 
connection and the local system near a puncture, in the case of regular sin-
gularities. Work over a punctured disk, with coordinate z. The flat sections 
of V, those killed by V, are multivalued holomorphic sections of V over 
the punctured disk. The matrix expressing what happens to a basis of sections 
upon continuing once around is called the monodromy matrix )I.. More invari-
antiy, suppose p is a ray going out from the puncture (e.g. the positive real 
axis). Then we can speak of the space of flat sections along the ray, a vector 
space L(p). It has the same dimension as the rank of the bundle V. The 
process of continuing the solutions of the ordinary differential equation gives 
the monodromy transformation )I.: L(p) -+ L(p). 

There is a somewhat canonical way to create single valued holomorphic sec-
tions of V, by untwisting the monodromy transformation. It depends on the 
coordinate z, as well as on a choice of logarithm of the monodromy transfor-
mation, more precisely a matrix M such that e21CiM =)1.. If I E L(p) , continue 
it to a multivalued section I(z). Set 

h(z) = e -Mlogz I(z) . 

It is single valued, because upon continuing around, I goes to )1.1, and e-Mlogz 
goes to e-MIOgze-27CiM, so h stays the same. 

As I runs through a basis of L(p) , the h provide a frame for a holomorphic 
extension E of the bundle. Let us calculate the connection matrix: 

V(h) = d(e -MlogZ)1 + e -MlogZV(l), 

but V(l) = 0 and d(e-M1ogz ) = -M dz/ze-M1ogZ , so 

V(h) = _Mdz h. z 
Thus the matrix for V in this frame is -M dz/z. Notice that this shows 
that any analytic 9 x-module on X has an algebraic structure (given by the 
extension V defined above) in which V has regular singularities. Conversely, 
if V is algebraic and V has regular singularities, then the sections h defined 
above will be meromorphic [4]. 
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We will see that if (E, D, D" ,K) is a tame harmonic bundle, then the 
holomorphic bundle V has an algebraic structure given by the metric K (due 
to the estimates on the curvature of this metric given in the next section). With 
respect to this algebraic structure, V will have regular singularities. A sort of 
converse will be given by Proposition 2.1. Although the existence of an algebraic 
structure given by K is not a priori clear without the hypothesis of tameness, 
we can still use the metric to measure the growth of sections. Proposition 2.1 
will say that if the flat sections of E have polynomial growth as measured by 
K , then the harmonic bundle is tame. 

2. MAIN ESTIMATE 

In this section we will give the main estimate for the growth of the curvature 
of a metric on a tame harmonic bundle. We start with a definition of tameness 
based on the eigenvalues of (J, and at the end we will prove that this definition 
is equivalent to the definition in terms of polynomial growth of the harmonic 
metric. 

The situation is as follows. Suppose E is a harmonic bundle over the punc-
tured unit disk B* in the complex plane. Keep the notations of § 1, and use 
the euclidean metric d z d-Z on B* . Here z is the standard coordinate. As a 
matter of notation, r always denotes the radius Izl from the puncture. We will 
be cavalier in neglecting what happens at the outer boundary r = 1 . 

Make the assumption that E is tame, in other words that the eigenvalues of (J 
are bounded IAjl:'5 C Ir. The eigenvalues of (J are (multivalued) holomorphic 
functions, and we may divide up the eigenvalues into groups A~, ... ,A! and 
so on, with distinct numbers aj so that I 

k-a.- <-. ! j dZ! C 
) I Z - r1-£ 

Note that e can be taken as lin where n is the rank of E. While the eigen-
values themselves are multivalued, the groups of eigenvalues according to their 
residues are well defined. E decomposes holomorphically E = €a E j such that 
E; is the sum of the generalized eigenspaces for eigenValues A~. Define a new 
endomorphism-valued one-form ¢, semisimple with eigenvalues aj d z I z , and 
eigenspaces E;. The subspaces E; are preserved by ¢ and (J. 

Choose an ordering of the E j and make a filtration; then fill in this filtration 
to a complete flag, a filtration where the quotients have rank 1, of subbundles 
of E, preserved by (J. One may not be able to do this holomorphically on the 
disc, for the eigenspaces of (J may be multivalued. They have finite branching, 
so we can choose the filtration after passing to a finite ramified cover z = UN. 

Alternatively, we may do it on any angular sector. 
Choose a basis {ek } of E, orthonormal with respect to the harmonic metric, 

and compatible with the flag, which is to say that subbundles in the flag are 
obtained as the spans of vectors in the basis in some order. Write everything in 
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terms of this basis. We have 

8=0-+" ¢=a+q, 

where 0- and a are diagonal matrices of one-forms, and, and q are upper 
triangular matrices of one-forms. The entries of the diagonal a are aj d z / z . 
Furthermore, the entries of 0- are the eigenvalues A.~, so we can write 

with estimates 

o-=a+p 

-I 10.1 :5 Cr , IPI :5 r -1+11 • 

Since the E j are single valued, a and ¢ are single valued. Thus q and P + , 
are single valued, even though P and , may individually be multivalued. 

Decompose things further with respect to the block form provided by the 
subbundles E j • Let 

M+ = EBHom(Ep Ej ) c End(E), 
j>j 

MO = EB End(E) c End(E) , 
j 

M- = EB Hom(Ej , E) c End(E) . 
j<j 

In other words, M+ consists of the block upper triangular matrices, M- the 
block lower triangular matrices, and ~ the block diagonal matrices. 

Note that q is already in M+. To see this, let V; be the space spanned 
by the basis elements which correspond to the subquotient Ej of the filtration. 
Then EBj~j E j = EBj~j V; (call this Fj ). Now V; are the eigenspaces of a, 
whereas E j were the eigenspaces of ¢. Both a and ¢ preserve the filtration 
Fj,andactby ajdz/z on Grj(F). Therefore q=¢-a sends Fj into Fi_1' 

in other words it is block upper triangular. 
Write 'l" = ,0 + ,+ with ,+ in if and ,0 upper triangular in ~. The 

spaces MO and M+ are single valued, so ,+ and P + ,0 are single valued. 

Theorem 1. We have the following bounds for the above objects associated with 
the tame harmonic bundle E (constants are implied): 

o -1 -1 I, 1:5 r Ilogrl , 
I +1 < -I+t , _ r , Iql :5 r -He. 

Let f.l = a + {j denote the metric connection on the bundle with respect to the 
operator {j, let v = d' + d" - 28 denote the other metric connection, correspond-
ing to the bundle underlying the 9 x -module, and let RIl and R/I denote the 
curvatures of these connections. Then 

IRI< C 
- r 2 \1og r l2 
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for both curvatures R = R II and R = Rv' Also, the norm of () is bounded by 
Clr. 
Proof. The first estimates are the main point. The last statement then follows: 
note that the curvatures R are both multiples of (}8 + 8(). The matrix for 8 
is plus or minus the transpose complex conjugate of the matrix for (). Also, 
a commutes with a, and with 'Co and "f1. Therefore the inequalities IRI :5 
r-21l0grl-2 follow from the first inequalities. The last line of the theorem is 
obvious. 

The next several pages will be devoted to the proof of the initial inequalities. 
If one wants to make the first statement single valued, it may be rephrased 
as 1ft + 'COl :5 r-1Ilogrl-1. It suffices to prove the theorem after pulling back 
to the ramified cover z = UN. This is because (up to constants) one-forms 
dz/lzl transform to du/lul, two-forms dzdz/lzl2 transform to dudu/lul2 , 
and the logarithm terms remain the same. Henceforth assume that we have 
made this reduction and called u z again, so that everything becomes a single 
valued function of z. First we will obtain the estimate for I'C°I using Ahlfors' 
method, generalizing the estimates involved in the distance decreasing property 
of variations of Hodge structure. 

The following are some preliminary curvature calculations. The curvature of 
the unitary bundle (End V) ® ni- is 

V2 = ad(RII ) ® 1 , 

where R II = l is the curvature of the metric connection Jl. = {) + {) , noting 
that the curvature of ni- is zero since we use the euclidean metric. The state-
ment that curvature decreases in subbundles, applied fo the subline bundle of 
(End V) ® ni- given by (), can be written 

dlo 1(}12 < (2HAV2((}), (}) 
g - 1(}12 

This holds in a distributional sense everywhere. 
Now note that RII + (}8 + 8() = o. Therefore 

(2H adA((}8 + 8(})((}), (}) 
1(}12 

Now, at any point, if we write () = (}o d z and 8 = 80 dz in a normal coordinate 
z, then 2HA((}8 + 8(}) = [(}o' 80] and 

(2R adA((}8 + 8(})((}) , ()) _ ([[(}o' 80], (}o], (}o) 
1(}12 - I(}i 

- 2 
I[(}o' (}o]1 

- I(}of 
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For brevity, let us abuse notation and write [8, 8] instead of [80 , 80]. Our 
curvature calculation becomes 

- 2 
Alo 1812 < _1[8, 8]1 

g - 1812 

By our assumptions on the eigenvalues of 8, we may write E 1A.~12 = alr2 +b, 
where Ibl :5 C Ir2- e , so we have 10'12 = alr2 + b. Note that 1812 = 10'12 + Irl2 . 

We next claim that I[r, TJI ~ clrl2. The argument is the same as in the 
case of Hodge structures [11]; we will sketch it. Note that the matrix for 'f is 
the transpose complex conjugate of the matrix for r, in particular it is lower 
triangular. The upper left entry of [r, TJ is the square norm of the first row 
of r. If this is as big as the square norm of r, we are done. If it is much 
smaller than the square norm of r, then the contribution from the first row to 
the next entry on the diagonal of [r, TJ is small, so this second diagonal entry 
is approximately the square norm of the second row of r. Continue in this 
fashion until reaching a row whose norm is comparable to the norm of r. This 
proves the claim. 

From this claim we get the estimate 

2 2 Irl4 
Alog(iul + Irl ) :5 -c 2 2 . 

10'1 + Irl 
We will make use of this estimate and follow Ahlfors' method [1] in order 
to estimate the quantity Ir12. The basic idea is that if there is an inequality 
involving the laplacian, one should consider auxiliary functions satisfying the 
opposite inequality. The maximum principle allows one to compare the original 
function to the auxiliary function. The auxiliary function should blow up faster 
(or earlier) than the original function, as r - O. In the process of doing this, 
we will sometimes want to be more precise about constants, in which case they 
will be numbered. 

Step 1. We will prove that Irl :5 C Ir. Set h = 10'12 + Ir12. Since 10'12 :5 C Ir, 
there are constants Co and c1 such that if h ~ Colr2 ,then Irl4 ~ Ch2 , so 

Alogh :5 -c1h. 
Choose C2 so that C2 ~ Co and 2/C2 :5 c1 • Let me denote the auxiliary 
function me = C2/(r - £)2 . Recall that on rotationally symmetric functions, 

8 2 1 8 A------- 8r2 r8r· 
Therefore 

-2 2 2 
= + >--me· (r_£)2 r(r-£) - C2 
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Thus we get the estimate 
L\logmt ~ -clmt • 

At any interior point with h > mt ' we have in particular h ~ Col r2 , so 

L\log(hlmt ) ::; -cl (h - me) < O. 

Therefore hlme cannot achieve a maximum value greater than 1 in the interior. 
On the other hand, me blows up at the inner boundary r = e, so hlme does 
not achieve its maximum there and h is bounded at the outer boundary r = 1 . 
In any case we conclude that 

h::; C3me • 

The constant C3 depends on the outer boundary values of h. Letting e --+ 0 , 
we get h ::; C I r2 , which proves Step 1. 

Step 2. We prove that ITI ::; C Irllogrl. Make the assumption that a =F O. If 
a = 0 then lui::; C I r l - e , and we may proceed in a similar but easier fashion-
this is just the standard case of Ahlfors' lemma (cf. [19]). With a =F 0 we may 
look at 

2 r 2 2 k = log-(Iul + ITI ). a 
Recall that lul2 = alr2 + b with Ibl::; C Ir2- e . Therefore 

2 2 2 
k = log( 1 + r b I a + r I T I I a) , 

so 
c(r2b + r21T12) ::; k ::; C(r2b + r2ITI2), 

and in particular 0::; k ::; C. It will suffice to prove that k ::; C/\logrl2 . 
Since Ibl ::; C Ir2- e , there is a constant Co such that if k ~ Co/llogrl2 , then 

ITI2 is bigger than b, so ITI4 ~ Ck2 . Thus, at any point where k ~ Co/llogrl2 , 

k 2 
L\k::; -Cll . 

r 
We may make cl smaller so that 6/cI ~ Co. Choose an auxiliary function 

We have 

Setting C2 = 61cI we get 

C 
Pe = 2 2 + ellogrl· 

Ilogrl 

2 

L\Pt·~ -c1 P~ . 
r 
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Since C2 ~ Co' at any point where k - Pe > 0 we have k ~ Co/llogrl2. So 
the above estimate on ak gives 

k 2 2 -Pe a(k - Pe ) :::; -CI 2 < o. 
r 

Therefore k - Pe cannot achieve a maximum value greater than zero in the 
interior. On the other hand, k is bounded where Pe blows up at r = 0 and 
r = 1, so k :::; Pe • Letting e tend to zero, we get k:::; C2/11ogrl2 . This proves 
Step 2, which completes the first of the estimates in the theorem. 

Now we will tum to "C + and -q. The idea is to use the same type of argument 
as above, but using curvature calculations involving 4> instead of O. 

First, use the equation [4>, 0] = 0 to find the relationship between 4> and 
O. Expressing them in terms of a, p, "C, and q, the equation becomes 

ad(a)("C) = (ad(a) + ad(p + "C))(q). 

Note that ad(a)("C) = ad(a)("C+). Furthermore, the term ad(p + "C)(q) must lie 
in the space M+, so we may replace ad(p + "C) by its composition with the 
projection to M+ . Thus we have 

ad(a)("C+) = (ad(a) + ad(p + "C)+)(q). 

But ad( a): M+ -> M+ is invertible, and its inverse satisfies I ad( a) -II :::; Cr. 
On the other hand, by our above estimates, ad(p + "Ct has norm bounded by 
C Irllogrl. Therefore 

"C+ = (1 + f)q, 

where f is an operator with norm bounded by C II log rl. In particular, note 
that Iql :::; C I rJlog rl . 

Now we will apply the same curvature calculations as above, but to the holo-
morphic endomorphism 4> instead of O. We get the estimate 

alo 1""1 2 < _ (2A adA(OO + 00)(4)),4>) 
g'f' - 14>12 

The term on the right-hand side can be written as 

([[0,0], 4>], 4» 
14>12 

and, since [0, 4>] = 0, this becomes (by the Jacobi identity and the infinitesimal 
invariance of the inner product) 

so our estimate becomes 

([4>,0], [4>,0]) 
14>12 
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Note that the denominator 14>12 is a bounded (above and away from zero) 
mUltiple of 1 I r2 , because 0: =1= 0 (otherwise M+ would be zero and there 
would be nothing to prove) and Iql :s; C Irllogrl. Now, 

[4>, 8] = [0:, 8] + [q, a] + [q, P + -r]. 
The first term is lower triangular. In the upper triangular part we have - ad(a)(q) 
- ad(p + -r)(q). But ad(a) has an inverse on M+ , with norm :s; Cr, and the 
norm of the composition of ad(p + -r) with projection to M+ is bounded by 
Clrl1ogrl. Therefore, 

I ad(a)(q) + ad(p + -r)(q)1 ~ clql/r. 

Thus, 1[4>, 8]12 ~ Iql21r2 and our estimate becomes 

~log 14>12 :s; _clql2 . 

On the other hand, 14>12 = 10:12 + Iql2 = ~(1 + r21ql2 la) . Our estimate becomes . r 

.110g(1 + r2lql2/a) :s; _clql2 . 

Finally, note that / lql2 is bounded, and set k = 10g(1 + r21ql2 fa). Then k is 
comparable to r21q12, and we get the estimate 

.1k :s; -ck I r2 . 

Fix a small number u (which will depend on c as we shall see in a minute). 
Consider the auxiliary function Pe = rU + ellogrl. Then 

( a 1) u-I u-2 2 u-2 .1Pe = - or + r (ur ) = -(u(u - 1) + u)r . = -u r . 

Thus if u2 < c we have 
.1Pe ~ -cPel r2 . 

The auxiliary function blows up at the origin, but k is bounded. In the usual 
way, we get the estimate .k :s; Cru , in other words, Iq12:s; C Ir2- u . From above, 
this gives the same estimate for 1-r+12. This completes the proof of the theorem, 
which is our main estimate. 

Remark. The flat connection d' + d" differs from a unitary connection 0' + d" 
by a matrix of norm less than C I r. Thus if v is a flat section, we have 

alvl2 lar:s; Cjvl2lr, 

so Iv 12 :s; rC. The same holds for sections of the dual of the determinant 
bundle. Therefore the norms of the flat sections grow, and the determinant 
decreases, at most polynomially in the radius r. Conversely, if this condition 
holds then it implies that the harmonic bundle is tame, giving the following 
alternate characterization of tameness. 
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Proposition 2.1. Suppose V is a ~x-module with a harmonic metric, and sup-
pose that the norms of the flat sections grow (and the determinant decreases) 
at most polynomial/yo Then the eigenvalues of 0 are bounded by C j r, so the 
harmonic bundle is tame and the above estimates apply. 
Proof. We will think of a harmonic metric as an equivariant harmonic map 
to the space GjU = GI(n)jU(n) of metrics on a fixed vector space. Consider 
a circle St of radius e around the origin. If we fix boundary values equal 
to our original metric K on St and SI' then the metric K is the metric 
which minimizes the energy JD(t, I) 1012 over the annulus D(e, 1) between the 
two circles. In particular, if we can find a different metric H with the same 
boundary values, then we get an estimate 

r IOKI 2 $ r IOHI 2 • 
iD(t, I) iD(t, I) 

We will choose H as follows. For each ray from the inner circle to the outer 
circle, we will define a map of the interval [e, 1] to the space GjU of metrics 
(on the fixed vector space of flat sections along the ray). This will depend on 
an auxiliary number a which we may vary at the end. The map will send 
[e , e + a] to the geodesic whose endpoints are the inner boundary value and 
the outer boundary value. The map will be constant on the interval [e + a, 1]. 
Let us calculate the contribution to the energy from a small sector near one ray, 
including the rays whose angles are increased up to a small amount d</>. Let Ho 
and HI denote the two boundary values for the initial ray. Let Vo denote the 
tangent vector at Ho which is the velocity vector of the inner boundary values 
at Ho' Let VI denote the tangent vector at HI . Then the corners of the sector 
are approximately Ho' Ho + evo d</>, HI + VI d</>, and HI' Note that VI is 
bounded. The contribution to the energy from [e + a, 1] is 

11 2 
Ivljrl d</>r dr $ q log(e + a)1 de/>. 

t+u 

The contribution to the energy from the interval [e, e+a] has two parts, coming 
from the radial and angular components of O. Let L denote the length of the 
geodesic. Thus the speed is Lja. The contribution from the radial component 
is 

r+u 2 2 
it (Lja) d</>rdr $ (e + a)(L) d</>ja. 

The tangential component of 1012 is bounded by sup(lvi, Iv I 12 j(e + a)2) $ 
Ivi + Cj(e + a)2 since GjU is negatively curved. Thus the contribution to 
the angular component is bounded by 

It +u 2 2 
t (ivol + C j(e + a) ) de/>r dr 

2 $ (e + a) d</>alvol + Ca d</>j(e + a) . 
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Now Vo is the angular component of () on the circle Se' Therefore the total 
contribution to the energy from both intervals is bounded by 

2 2 (L (e + (J)/(J + (e + (J)(JIBol + q log(e + (J)I + C) d¢. 

In other words, the total energy is bounded by 
2 

L (e + (J) + q log(e + (J)I + (J(e + (J) { 1()12 + C. 
(J e 1St 

The constant may be absorbed into q log( e + (J) I since e and (J will be small. 
The condition that the metric has polynomial growth means that L ~ q log( e) I 
for some C. Thus we get the estimate 

{ 1()12 ~ C e + (J I log(e) I + (J(e + (J) ( 1()12. 
lD(t, I) (J e 1st 

Setting (J = e , we get 

{ 1()12 ~ q 10g(e)1 + 2e ( 1()12. 
lD(t, I) is. 

Choose a small number v, and notice that 

{ r"I()12 = v {I e,,-I de ( 1()12. 
lD(O, I) 10 l D(t, I) 

Then we get the estimate 

{ r"I()12~Cv tlIogele"-lde+2vte" (1()12 • 
lD(O, I) 10 10 1st 

But notice that the last term is equal to 2v JD(O, I) r"I()12 , so we may subtract 
this on the other side to get 

(1 - 2v) ( r"I()12 ~ Cv t Ilog(e)le,,-1 de. l D(o, I) 10 
Since 1I0gei ~ C"e-,,/2, the integral on the right is bounded by a constant 
depending on v. If v < 1/2 we may divide, so 

( r"I()12 ~ C". 
lD(O, I) 

Recall that the eigenvalues of () are multivalued holomorphic functions. Sup-
pose that we did not have a bound of C /r for the sizes of these eigenvalues. 
Then at least one of the eige.nvalues would be bigger than r-P.-I for some 
f.l > O. (Note that by the above estimate for example, one of the eigenvalues 
times z is an n-valued holomorphic function which is square-integrable, so it 
cannot have an essential singularity at the origin.) In particular we would get 
1()12 ~ cr -2p.-2 . Taking v = f.l we would get 

1 ,,2 10 1 -,,-2 r I()I ~c r rdr, 
D(O,I) 0 
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but the latter integral is infinite, contradicting the previous estimate. This proves 
that the eigenvalues of () are bounded by C Ir , which is the proposition. 

This completes most of the analysis which we need. The main constructions 
of the paper involve Weitzenbock formulas. We will now give a lemma which 
demonstrates an important principle which will be used sevenu times. 

Lemma 2.2. Suppose f is a function smooth away from the origin, which grows 
more slowly than the Green's function; in other words If I log rl -+ 0 as r -+ O. 
Suppose b is a positive junction, and suppose .6.f :5 -b away from the origin. 
Then f b < 00., and the above estimate holds weakly over the origin. 
Proof. It is shown in (19) that if b is a bounded function, then the estimate 
holds weakly. For each N, let bN denote the truncation bN = min(b, N). 
Then we have .6.f:5 -bN , and this estimate holds weakly across the origin. Let 
rp be a positive test function, nonzero at the origin. Then we get 

f rpbN :5 - f rp.6.f· 

This holds "for all N, so f rpb = limN _ oo f rpbN is bounded. Since rp was 
nonzero at the origin and b is a positive function, this implies that b is inte-
grable. It is easy to see that the estimate holds weakly. 

3. FILTERED OBJECTS 

In this section, we will use the main estimate of the last section, in conjunc-
tion with the method of Cornalba and Griffiths (3), to construct functors from 
the category of harmonic bundles on X with logarithmic growth of () to some 
categories of coherent objects on X with filtrations at the points at infinity. 
The point at which we use [3] was already treated in [19], so we will just quote 
the relevant proposition. 

Define a filtered regular Higgs bundle to be an algebraic Higgs bundle (E, ()) 
on X, together with filtrations of j!E by coherent subsheaves 

.sE= U E J. a,s 
o.ER 

for each point s E S = X - X. Here l: X -+ X u {s} is the inclusion. The 
axioms are as follows (at a point s E S to which we need not refer further). 
First, Eo. C Ep whenever Q ~ p, and Eo. = np<o. Ep. Next, if z is a local 
coordinate at s, then Eo.+l = zEo.. Finally, 

I (): Eo. -+ Eo. ® 0x(logs). 

Here Oi-(logs) is the sheaf of logarithmic differentials at s, those generated by 
d z I z where z is a coordinate vanishing at s. 

Similarly, define a filtered regular f:gx-module to be an algebraic locally free 
sheaf V on X, with a connection 

I V: V -+ V®Ox, 
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and filtrations of j~ V by coherent subsheaves 

.sV= U V J* a,s 
aER 

for each point s E S . The first axioms for the filtrations are the same as above, 
so ~ = np<a Vp ,and Va+! = Z Va' The regularity condition is 

! 
V: ~ - Va ® nx{logs). 

In other words, the operation z :z preserves the ~. 
More generally, define a filtered vector bundle to be a locally free sheaf E 

together with filtrations Ea,s of j~E which satisfy the axioms common to the 
two situations above. Then a filtered regular Higgs bundle is a filtered vector 
bundle together with a () satisfying a regularity condition, and a filtered regular 
9J x-module is a filtered vector bundle together with a connection V satisfying 
a regularity condition. 

Recall the following construction from [19, § 10], which we will denote by E 
(the notation of[19] was' a '). If E is a holomorphic vector bundle on X with 
a metric K, then define the sheaves E(E)a on Xu{s} as follows. The germs of 
sections of E(E)a at s are the sections e of E in a punctured neighborhood 
of s, which satisfy the growth conditions lelK $ Cra -£ for every e > O. For 
simplicity of notation we will sometimes denote E(E)a just by E,.. 

Consider the following restricted class of metrized holomorphic bundles on 
X. Say that (E, K) is acceptable if the curvature R K of the metric connection 
of the metric K satisfies a bound near every point s E S, of the form 

C IRKI $ f + 2 2 r (logr) 

for f E L P ; here r is the radius from the point s. The following proposition 
is proved (although not stated precisely this way) in [19, § 10], using the theory 
of Comalba and Griffiths [3]. 

Proposition 3.1. If E is in the class of acceptable bundles on X, then E(E) is a 
filtered vector bundle (i.e. the E(E)a are coherent). Furthermore, this construc-
tion on the class of acceptable bundles is compatible with the operations of taking 
determinants, duals, and tensor products. 

Remark. The compatibility with taking the dual is the key point, meaning that 
the filtration accurately reflects the growth properties of the metric. The defi-
nition of the dual of a filtered vector bundle is that A. E (E*)a if and only if 
A.: Ep - (~x),.+p for all p. The definition of dual implied by [19, p. 192, 1. 
15] is incorrect; that line should read" a(L *La = (aL)~a " with the right side 
referring to the definition of dual described above. 

Theorem 2. If (E, D, D" ,K) is a tame harmonic bundle on X then the 
metrized bundle E, with either of the holomorphic structures "8 or d", is ac-
ceptable. Furthermore, the endomorphism-valued one-form () = D" -"8 and 
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the connection V = D satisfy the regularity conditions, making (S(E, a), 6) 
into a filtered regular Higgs bundle, and (S(E, d"), V) into a filtered regular 
gx-module. These constructions are compatible with determinants, duals, and 
tensor products. 

- - 2 2 Proof. By the main estimate, we have 166 + 661 bounded by Clr (logr) . 
But 60 + 06 is equal to the curvature of the connection () + 8, so (E, K) is 
acceptable with respect to the holomorphic structure of 8. On the other hand, 
the metric connection for the structure d" is ~' + d". This differs from the 
flat connection d' + d" by ~' - 0" = 26. Thus the curvature of the connection 
~' + d" is equal to 2d" ( 6). But d" = 8 + 0 and 8 ( 6) = 0, so again the 
curvature of the metric connection ~' + d" is 2(60 + (6). Thus (E, K) is 
acceptable with respect to the holomorphic structure d" . The estimate on 161 
implies that 6: Eo; -+ Eo;®nx(logs) , so (S(E, 8), 6) is a filtered regular Higgs 
bundle. 

Similarly, suppose e is a section of E such that d" (e) = 0, and such that 
lei :5 ro;-t. We would like to show that IVel :5 ro;-2t-1 . It suffices to consider 
the case when lei :5 l , and we want to show that IV(e)1 :5 ,-I-t. Note that 
~'+d" is a connection compatible with the unitary structure. Let R,j' +d" denote 
the curvature. If d" (e) = 0 we have the equation 

2 ,2 
~Iel = -I~ (e)1 + Re(e, R,j'+d"e). 

On the other hand, R,j' +d" is a multiple of 60 + 06, so it is integrable, and in 
fact we have 

2 2 I Re(e, R,j'+d"e) I :5 Clr (logr) . 
This in tum is bounded by ~(C log I log ri). Thus 

~(leI2 - Clogllogri):5 -lo'(e)12. 

By Lemma 2.2, 10' (e)12 is integrable and the inequality holds weakly across the 
puncture. On the other hand, Vee) =~' (e) + 26(e) , and we know that 2rt 6(e) 
is in L2 for any e, by our main estimate for 161. Therefore lV(e) is in L2 
for any e. We may trivialize E in such a way that the filtration Eo; consists 
of algebraic subbundles, so that K grows polynomially, and see that Vee) is 
meromorphic. Let a be the biggest such that Vee) E Eo;' Then IV(e)1 ~ ro;H . 
The condition that V (e) is in L 2 implies that a' ~ -1. This is what we are 
trying to prove, so it completes the theorem. 

Remark. The constructions S are functors. We will define a morphism of 
tame harmonic bundles to be a map preserving the operators D and D" , and 
uniformly bounded with respect to the metric. It is clear that this gives rise to 
maps of filtered bundles which preserve the filtrations, and also that it preserves 
6 or V. 

Finally we will treat a variant of the notion of filtered gx-module. It should 
be noted that the following discussion, while somewhat lengthy, does not have 
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anything to do with the analytic details of harmonic bundles. It is included in 
order to provide a more intuitive. topological interpretation of filtered regular 
9'x·modules. 

First, some notation. If s is a point in X - X , then we may consider rays 
p going toward s. If L is a local system of rank n, then the stalk L p is a 
vector space of rank n, isomorphic to the fiber of L at any point along the ray. 
As the ray moves around the point, these vector spaces fit together in a locally 
constant way. In particular, there is a monodromy transformation J.1.s induced 
on the Lp by the process of continuation once around s (counterclockwise). 
Define afiltered local system to be a locally constant sheaf L of C·vector spaces 
on X , together with the data of a filtration of the stalk 

Lp =ULp,o 
o 

(indexed by real numbers a), for each ray p approaching a point s E X - X , 
which is locally constant as the ray moves around s (in particular, the filtration 
is preserved by the monodromy transformation J.1.s ). Alternatively, one can let 
U be a small punctured disk around s, and gather together the Lp,o for all 
rays p to form a filtration of Llu by subsystems Lu,o. This is the same data. 
Note that the notion of a filtered local system is a purely topological concept. 

We will define an equivalence of categories between filtered local systems and 
filtered regular 9'x·modules. Note that the question is local at a singularity. 
Define a functor <I> from filtered local systems to filtered regular 9' x·modules 
as follows. If L is a filtered local system, then <I>(L) is the associated analytic 
9 x·module, with the following filtration ofthe stalk. Let M denote a logarithm 
of the monodromy matrix, divided by - 2n i , obtained: by choosing logarithms 
of each of the eigenvalues. Henceforth, by "logarithm of the monodromy" 
we will mean a matrix M normalized this way, so that the monodromy itself 
is e -2xiM. For any element I of the stalk of L over the ray p, we obtain 
a holomorphic section eM log z I of <1>( L), where a principal determination of 
log z is taken at the ray p. The sheaf <1>( L) 0 is defined to be the sheaf generated 
by all· sections of the above form, for all choices of I E L p and all choices of 
M with real part of the eigenvalues greater than a - P . Since the monodromy 
preserves the filtration, so does its logarithm M, and 

VeMIOgz 1= eMlogz Ml dz 
z ' 

so V preserves the filtration as required. Thus <I>(L) is a filtered regular 9'x· 
module. 

Lemma 3.2. The junctor <I> is an equivalence of categories which is compatible 
with direct sums. determinants, duals. and tensor products. 
Proof. Denote <I>(L) by E. First of all, we can decompose L = EB L ~ by 
eigenvalues of the monodromy. This gives a decomposition E EB E~ . For any 
choice of logarithm M, we have M = EB M~ , and the eigenvalue of M~ is 
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a + bi, where ~ = exp( -2nia + 2nb). Note that the choice of a is only well 
defined up to adding an integer. Since the filtration Lp is compatible with the 
monodromy, it is compatible with the decomposition according to eigenvalues: 
L p = EB L;. Also, note that 

eeM{logzE!'~ = EeM{IOgZf. 

The filtration of E generated by the elements on the right side is the direct 
sum of the filtrations of Et. generated by the elements eM { logz It.. Note that 
in order for M to run over all possible choices, we must have the Mt. exactly 
run over all possible choices. 

Therefore the functor «l> is compatible with this decomposition according to 
eigenvalues. Thus we may now restrict our attention to local systems L with 
one particular eigenvalue ~, and suppress this superscript. In this case there is 
a better description of the filtration of E. Choose a logarithm a + bi of ~ , 
and let M denote the resulting logarithm of the monodromy. Define a vector 
subspace of E: 

H = eM log z L 

with filtration 
H = MIOgZL 

y e y-a 

Then Eo; is the subsheaf of E generated by the l Ho;_k for all k. We may 
now prove that this construction is compatible with tensor products. Suppose 
L' and L" are local systems with eigenvalues ~' and ~" , logarithms a' + b' i 
and a" + b" i , and resulting logarithms of monodromy M' and M" . Then the 

. I ". I" M"logz M"logz . eIgenvalue of L = L ®L IS ~ = ~ ~ ®e ®e ,so we may take ItS 
logarithm to be a + bi = (a' + a") + (b' + b")i. Then M = M' ® 1 + 1 ® M" . 
N t th t M log z M' log z to. eM" log z oe ae =e 'CI ,so 

H = e Mlogz L = eM'IogZ L' ® eM"logz L" = H' ® H' . 
The filtration of H is the tensor product of the filtrations of H' and H"; in 
other words 

~ I " Hoy = L-H6 ®Hy_6 ' 
6 

(Note that by definition the same is true of the filtration of L.) Finally, this 
implies that Eo; is the subsheaf generated by 

E lH~ ®H:' = E (tmH~) ® (tn~) 
k+.u+v;'::o m+n+.u+v;'::o 

so 
~ I II 

Eo = L- Eo' ® Eo" . 
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This proves that our construction is compatible with tensor products of systems 
with a single eigenvalue. Since it is compatible with the decomposition accord-
ing to eigenvalues, we have shown that the functor <I> is compatible with tensor 
products. 

In particular this implies that it is compatible with determinants. To show 
that it is compatible with duals, it suffices to treat the case of a local system of 
rank one. Let I denote the unit section. Let P be the level of the filtration. 
Note that the logarithm of the monodromy is just M = a + hi. The section 
h = eM log Z I lies at level a + P in the filtration of E. In the dual bundle 
with unit section r, the level of the filtration is - p. The logarithm of the 
monodromy is - M. The dual section to h is 

h* - -Mlogz1* -e , 
which occurs in level -a - P of the filtration of E . Thus the dual of L induces 
the dual filtration on the dual of E . 

We have now shown that the functor <I> is compatible with tensor products, 
determinants, and duals. In order to show that it is fully faithful, use the 
existence of internal Hom's-we have to show that <I> induces an isomorphism 
of global sections. Note that a global section of L means a locally constant 
section which is contained in Lo' and a global section of E means a flat section 
which is contained in Eo' If I is a flat holomorphic section, then it is contained 
in the component where the eigenvalue of the monodromy is zero. Choose M 
to have eigenvalue zero, and then M I = 0, so eM log Z I = I is in E p if and only 
if I is in Lp. Thus the space of flat sections which are in Lo is the same as 
the space of flat sections which are in Eo, so <I> is fully faithful. 

Finally we must show that <I> is essentially surjective. To make everything 
more precise, we work over an open neighborhood of the origin, and allow 
sections which are analytic on this open set, while remaining meromorphic at 
the origin. We also denote by E the space of such sections of E. Fix a 
parameter z at the origin. Then if E is a regular singular 9"x-module, we 
obtain finite-dimensional vector subspaces EU , the generalized eigenspaces of 
V with eigenvalues u d: • It is almost true that E = ffi E U ; really, this direct 
sum is dense in the adic topology defined by order of vanishing at the origin. 
Or, the sections of E are the convergent infinite sums of sections of E U for 
large u. In any case we will abuse notation and write E as the direct sum. 
Since the filtration E is compatible with the operator V, the filtration must 

'" be compatible with the direct sum decomposition by eigenvalues; in other words 
E", = ffi E=. Now we may define g'p to be the sub-9"x-module generated by 
the elements of E;:~i , and in fact 

g', t::D E:,+bi 
P = I;J7 p+a 

a+bi 

in our topological sense. Note that multiplication by the parameter z takes 
. Ea+bi isomorphically to Ea+ I +bi , and E" to E,,+ I' so Wp is preserved by 
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multiplication by z. It is clearly preserved by V', so it is a sub-9'x-module. 
This gives our filtered local system: L is the local system of flat sections of E, 
and L p is the subsystem of flat sections of gp . One checks that this gives the 
inverse construction to the functor <l>. Note that if M is the logarithm of the 
monodromy with eigenvalues including a + b i , then one obtains elements I of 
L by setting 

1= e -MIOgzv 

for v E Ea+bi • These span the subsystem of L corresponding to the eigenvalue 
exp( -2rcia + 2rcb) of the monodromy. And if v is at level P + a then I will 
be at level p. Having constructed the inverse to the construction <l>, we are 
done with the lemma. 

Remark. The inverse may be characterized as follows. If E is a filtered regular 
9' x-module, then the corresponding filtration on the local system is defined by: 
Lp consists of all elements I such that eM log z I E Eo. whenever the real parts 
of the eigenvalues of M are at least a - P . If M is fixed and the real parts of 
the eigenvalues are all equal to C;, then I E L p if and only if eM log Z lEE p+c. . 

A metric on a local system is a metric on the associated COO vector bundle 
over X. Given a metric K on a local system L, we obtain a filtration as 
follows. Lp,o. consists of horizontal sections y of L along the ray p which 
satisfy IY/K ::; Cro.- e for any e > O. Note that on X, the notions of local sys-
tem and of analytic 9'x-modules are equivalent. In particular, we may speak 
of the pseudo-curvature G K of a metric K. We will state the following propo-
sition without proof for the moment. The proof will be given at the end of 
§5. 

Proposition 3.3. If L is a local system with a tame harmonic metric K, the met-
ric induces filtrations on L and the corresponding 9'x-module E. Thefiltration 
on L induced by the metric is equal to the filtration obtained in the above way 
from the filtration of E. In particular, it is preserved by the monodromy, and 
the dual metric induces the dual filtration on the dual local system and similarly 
for determinants and tensor products. 

As a result of this proposition, we get a functor S from tame harmonic bun-
dles to filtered local systems, sending (E, K) to the local system of flat sections, 
together with the filtration defined by the metric K . This is compatible with the 
functor S to filtered regular 9' x-modules, via the equivalence <l> established 
above. When we need to distinguish between the various functors S, they will 
be labeled SB' SDol' and SDR' for the functors from tame harmonic bun-
dles to filtered local systems, filtered regular Higgs bundles, and filtered regular 
9'x-modules respectively. Thus, SDR = <l> 0 SB . 

In the next section, we will show that the functors SDol and SDR (and hence 
SB ) are fully faithful. In the subsequent section we will identify the images by 
some stability conditions. 
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4. SECTIONS AND MORPHISMS 

In this section we will see how the spaces of sections of bundles behave 
under the correspondence established in the last section, and we will use this to 
show that the functors S are fully faithful (where the morphisms of harmonic 
bundles are understood to be bounded morphisms). 

In order to obtain the necessary estimates, let us first consider some simple 
Weitzenbock formulas. Suppose E is a bundle with a metric K, and with 
operators D, DC, D", and D' related by the metric in the usual way. Let 

2 " 2 . ,,- n d' d" C FK = D and GK = (D ) . Wnte D = a + u, D = + , and so 10rth as 
in § 1. Some of the preliminary formulas obtained in the process of proving the 
following lemma will themselves be useful later on. 

Lemma 4.1. Suppose (E, K, D, D") is a boundle with operators related by the 
metric as above. Suppose that e is a section with D(e) = O. Then 

2 a log lei ~ 21AFK - 2AGKI· 

If e is a section with D" (e) = 0, then 
2 -.1loglel ~2IAFK-AGK-AGKI. 

Proof. Suppose first that e is a section with D( e) = O. Then d" (e) = 0 and 
d'(e) = 0, so 

oalel2 = o(e, 6'e) 
= (6' (e) , 6' ( e» + (e, d" 6' ( e » 
= (6' (e), 6' (e» + (e, (d" 6' + 6' d")e). 

For the last term, note that 6' = d' - 20. Therefore 
d" 6' + 6' d" = FK - 2d" (0) = FK - 2a(O) - ijjo - 20e 

= FK - 2GK - 2(jjO + Oe). 

Thus the second term becomes 
(e, (FK - 2GK )e) - 2(Oe, Oe) - 2(ee, ee). 

Now on the other hand, 6' (e) = -20(e) since d' (e) = O. Therefore the first 
term is 4( Oe, Oe). Altogether we get 

- 2 - -oolel = (e, (FK - 2GK)e) + 2(Oe, Oe) - 2(Oe, Oe). 

Recall that a" = -RAoa. On the other hand, 

vCfA(Oe, Oe) = IOel2 , 

whereas 
vCfA(ee, ee) = -IOeI2 

because Oe is of type (1, 0) and ee is of type (0, 1). Therefore we have 

.1"lel2 = (e, vCfA(FK - 2GK)e) - 210el2 - 21eel2 • 

This is our preliminary Weitzenbock formula. 
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We need to tum it into an estimate for /)." log lel 2 • Upon writing this out it 
becomes 

" 2 12-1 2 
/)." log lel 2 = /). I~I + V-lA ale ~ el 

lei lei 
The last term is 

vCTA (0' e, e)(e, 0' e) = 1(0' e, e)1 2 

lel 4 lel 4 

On the other hand, since 0' e = 20e we may write 

1(0' e, e)1 2 = 41(Oe, e)1 2 = 21(Oe, e)1 2 + 21(Oe, e)1 2 

which in tum is bounded by le1 2(210e1 2 + 210eI 2 ). Putting these together with 
our previous version of the Weitzenbock formula, we get 

or in other words (changing to /). = 2/).") , we get the first half of the lemma. 
To prove the second half of the lemma, proceed in a similar fashion. Suppose 

that e is a section with D" (e) = o. Then 8(e) = 0 and O(e) = 0, so 

a81el2 = a(e, ae) 
= (a(e), a(e)) + (e, 8a(e)) 
= (a(e), a(e)) + (e, (08 + 8a)e). 

For the last term, note that 

08 + 80 = FK - GK - GK - 00 - 00. 

Thus the last term becomes 

(e, (FK - GK - GK)e) - (Oe, Oe), 

so 
,,2 r-1 - ,2 /). lei = (e, v-lA(FK - GK - GK)e) -ID (e)1 , 

the preliminary Weitzenbock formula for the second half. Now tum to the 
logarithm of lel 2 • Again, 

"1 12 I 12l"i"1 12 /)."logleI 2 = ~ + V-lA a e u e 
lel 2 lel 4 

The second term is lalel 212 /1el 4 which is equal to I(ae, e)1 2 /1e1 4 • This in tum 
is less than or equal to lael 2 /1el 2 , which is certainly bounded by ID' (e)1 2 IIel 2 • 
Thus we get 

/)."10 lel 2 < (e, RA(FK - GK - GK)e) < IF _ G - G I 
g - lel2 - KKK' 

as desired. 
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Corollary 4.2. Suppose (E, K, D, D") is an object with the two operators re-
lated by the metric. Suppose that IFKI + IGKI E L P for some p > 1. Suppose 
that e is a section wittz D(e) = 0 or D" (e) = 0, and with lei :5 Cr -e for all 
e > O. Then lei is bounded. 
Proof. By the Weitzenbock formulas, we have in either case 

.d log lel2 :5 h 

for a positive function h which is LP for p > 1. We may find a bounded 
function u with .d(u) = h. Thus .d(log lel2 - u) :5 O. This estimate holds 
weakly across the origin, due to the estimate lel:5 Cr-e for all e (see Lemma 
2.2). Furthermore, we may assume log lel2 - u :5 0 on the boundary of the unit 
disk. It follows that log lel2 :5 u inside the unit disk. 

Corollary 4.3. Given a bundle E with either a flat connection D or a Higgs 
operator D", and two metrics Hand K, suppose that the curvatures G Hand 
GK , or FH and FK , respectively, are in LP • Suppose furthermore that the 
metrics Hand K give rise to the same filtration {Ea} on j.(E) , and give rise 
to the dual of this filtration on j. (E·). Then Hand K are mutually bounded. 
Proof. Apply the previous corollary to the identity map e from (E, H) to 
(E, K), considered as a section of E· ® E. Then do the same for the map in 
the other direction. The condition that the filtrations are all the same means that 
lei :5 Cr-e for all e > 0 so we may apply the previous corollary to conclude 
that e is bounded. 

Theorem 3. The functors S from the category of tame harmonic bundles on X-
where the maps are maps preserving the operators and bounded with respect to the 
metrics-to the categories of filtered regular Higgs bundles and filtered regular 
9 x-modules, are fully faithful. 
Proof. Recall that the constructions S commute with duals and tensor prod-
ucts. A map of filtered regular objects from S(E) to S(E') is a section f of 
the bundle E· ® E' , killed by D" or D respectively, and whose norm satisfies 
If I :5 Cr-e for all e > O. By the above results, f is bounded. We must show 
that if D" (f) = 0 then D' (f) = 0, or that if D(f) = 0 then ()(f) = 0 and 
8(f) = 0 in the second case (this will imply D"(f) = (d" - 8 + ()(f) = 0). 
But note that in both cases, both curvatures F K and G K vanish. Therefore our 
preliminary Weitzenbock formulas from the proof of Lemma 4.1 read 

.dlfl2 = -2ID'fI 2 

in the first case, and 
.dlfl2 = -41()fI2 - 417ifl2 

in the second. These hold over X. However, since we know that If I is 
bounded, they hold weakly over all of X. But the integral over X of the 
Laplacian of any distribution is zero. Thus in the first case, D' (f) = 0, while 
the second case, ()(f) = 0 and 8(f) = O. This proves the theorem. 
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5. LoCAL STUDY 

In this section, we will co.nstruct model metrics locally at the singularities. In 
§6 these will be used to construct harmonic metrics with the desired local behav-
ior. We will also obtain estimates for the growth of the norms of holomorphic 
or flat sections, taken up in more detail in §7. 

First, we deal with line bundles. Suppose E is a filtered line bundle with 
Eo: = &'X' and Eo:+e f. Eo: (in other words, 0 is where the jump occurs). The 
standard metric on E is the metric S with Ills = rO:. Note that this makes 
reference to the chosen isomorphism Eo: ;: &'X' as well as to a chosen local 
coordinate z at the puncture. The metric connection of this metric is flat, 
since d log.r.= o. Let Go denote the (1, 0) part of the standard connection 
on &'X' and let G denote the (1, 0) part of the metric connection of S. Note 
that the function hs describing the difference between the metric S and the 
usual one is actually hs = r20: = zO:zO: . Thus 

dz 
G = Go + 0-. z 

If L is endowed with a one-form () = a d/ then 7J = adJ. We have 

D = D' + D" = d' + d" , 

D" ?l dz D'?l dz _dz = v +a-, = Vo +0- +a-=-, z z z 
" - _dz, dz d = G + a-=-, d = Go + (a + 0)-. z z 

We will define a new section v of E which is holomorphic with respect to the 
operator d" . Set v = r- 27i .l . Since a may be imaginary, this should be taken 
as exp( -2alogr) which is well defined since, r being real, we may take the real 
determination of log r. Note that av = _ad! v , so d" (v) = o. Use v to give 
a trivialization of the holomorphic bundle V = (E, d"). With respect to this 
trivialization, the unit section (which we will still call v to avoid confusion) 
has norm 

I I o:-(a+7i) vs=r . 
Therefore the jump in the filtration of V occurs at 0 - (a + a) in contrast 
to the fact that the jump in the filtration of E was at o. We have d' (v) = 
(-a + a + 0) d~z v; in other words with respect to the trivialization given by 
the unit sectio-n v, the connection form for \7 is (a - a + o)dzjz. Setting 
a = b + ci we may summarize this situation in the following table. The third 
column describes the filtered local system associated to (V, \7) as discussed 
in §3. 

We now tum to the other type of models, which are the variations of Hodge 
structure corresponding to representations of SL2 considered by Schmid [18, 
§5]. Let W be the two-dimensional variation of Hodge structure correspond-
ing to the standard representation of SL2 • It is a harmonic bundle over the 
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(E, 0) (V, VT) L 
jump a a-2b -2b 

residue b +ci a +2ci exp( -2nia + 4nc) 

punctured disk. We have W = Wi, ° EB Wo, I . These bundles have holomorphic 
structures which we denote a. Let wl,o and wO, I denote the unit holomor-
phic sections in these bundles. We have 0: Wl,o -- WO,I ® (dzlz) defined 
by 

O ( I ,0) _ 1 0, I d z w --w -2 z ' 

The metric T of W is defined by IWI ,01T = I logrl l / 2 , IwO, liT = Ilogrl- I/2 , 

d I ° ° I ThO 0 h 0 0 an w' ..l. w '. IS gIves a armomc metnc. 
The associated 9' x-module may be described as follows. The section Wi, ° 

is killed by 7J, and hence is d" -holomorphic. On the other hand, 

so the section 
O,ldef 0,1 1,°/11 I v = w - w ogr 

is d"-holomorphic. Thus the sections Wi, ° and vO, I form our basis. We have 

'M( 1,0) _ 1 dz 0,1 v W - --v 
2 z ' 

The norms are IWI ,°1 = Ilogrl l / 2 and Ivo, II = V2110grl- I/2 . Bear in mind 
that these sections are not perpendicular: (w I , ° , v 0 , I) = -1. On the other 
hand, if one sets them to be perpendicular with the same norms, an equivalent 
metric is obtained. 

The associated flat bundle has sections vO, I and u1,0 = wl,o _ !VO, I logz . 
In particular, the monodromy matrix is a unipotent 2 x 2 matrix, with the 
invariant subspace spanned by vO, I. The norms of the flat sections are IVI ,°1 = 
V2llogrl- 1/ 2 , and on any sector, lUi '°1 ~ Ilogrl l / 2 IV2. 

Suppose (E, 0) is a filtered regular Higgs bundle. Then for a puncture yES 
we will define a pair (V, N) = Resy (E , ()) consisting of a collection of vector 
spaces Va and a collection of endomorph isms Na of -r-:. Also part of the 
data are canonical identifications (Va' Na ) 2: (-r-:+ I ' Na+ I)' Thus in fact the 
data consist of the objects for 0 ::; a < 1. -r-: is equal to the vector space of 
sections of the skyscraper sheaf Gra(E) = Enl Ea+e' N is equal to the residue 
of Gr(O) . 

Similarly if (E, VT) is a filtered regular 9'x-module, we define (V, N) = 
Res(E, VT). The Va are defined the same way. To define N" as the residue 
of VT, note that VT: E" ----> Eft ® &~ (d z I z). The graded version of. this map, 
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Gra V: Gra E -+ Gra E®C(dz/z} is linear, and the residue evaluation dz/z f-+ 

1 is canonical. 
From the two kinds of systems constructed above, we may build up other 

systems. By taking symmetric powers of W , we get systems where the residue 
N of () (or the residue of V) is a nilpotent matrix consisting of one Jordan 
block of arbitrary size. By taking the tensor product with rank one objects 
of the form described above, we may insure that the residue of () or V has 
any eigenvalue, and that the jump in the filtration occurs at any a. Then 
we may take direct sums of these objects. The conclusion is that given any 
vector space V = EBO<a< I Va with an endomorphism N compatible with the 
decomposition, there exists a harmonic bundle E such that Res(aE, ()) = 
(V , N) or Res( aE, V) = (V , N) . 
Theorem 4. Given any filtered regular Higgs bundle, ~x-module, or local system, 
there is a metric K whose curvature (FK or GK, respectively) is in L P for some 
p > 1, which induces the desired filtration and the dual of the desired filtration 
on the dual object. Furthermore we may assume that. the curvature R K of the 
metric connection is acceptable. 
Proof. Let (V, N) = Res(E) as defined above (in either the Higgs or ~x
module case). Then there is a harmonic bundle EI with Res(EI) = (V, N). 
We may choose an isomorphism of filtered bundles EI ~ E which is the identity 
on the graded quotient V. Hence Res«()) = Res«()I) (or Res(V) = Res(VI)). 
Let A = () - () I in the first case, and let A = V - V I in the second case. Then 
in either case we have 

I 
A: Ea -+ EaH ® 0x(logS). 

Let K denote the image of the harmonic metric of E I ' via ¢. Then K is a 
harmonic metric with respect to ()I or VI' We claim that the curvature FK or 
G K of K with respect to () or V is in e as desired. Note that in any event 
K is an acceptable metric on E , because the holomorphic structures of E and 
EI are the same (so RK is the same for E and E I ). We have IAI :5 cl- I 
for some t > 0 . 

Now in the first case, () = ()I + A. We know that RK + ()I li l + 81 ()I = 0, as 
this is the curvature of E I . Therefore 

FK = RK + ()li + li() 
= ()IA + A()I + AliI + lilA + AA + AA 

is bounded by Cl/2- 2 , since I()II :5 Cr- I - e/4 • Thus FK is in LP for some 
p> 1. 

~ H d' d' A h 5:' 5:' • In the second case, V = v I + A. ence = 1+ ,w ereas u = u l smce 
d" = d;'. Thus () = ()I + A/2. But we know that -2GK. I = RK + 2()llil + 
2li2()1 = O. Therefore 

-2GK = RK + 2()li + 2li() 
= ()IA + A()I + AliI + lilA + AA + AA 
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is again bounded by Cl/2- 2 • Thus GK is in L P for some p> 1. 
To complete the proof for the case of a local system, apply the statement to 

the corresponding .9Jx-module to get a standard metric. We will show that if 
(E, V) is a filtered regular .9Jx-module, with associated filtered local system L, 
and if K is a suitable standard metric on E (and hence on L), then it induces 
the filtration of L. Suppose / is an element of L in Lp but not in Lp+e. 
We would first like to show that III ~ CrP- t • We may decompose according 
to eigenvalues of the monodromy (before choosing our standard metric on E) 
so we may assume that there is only one eigenvalue of the monodromy. Let M 
be a logarithm of the monodromy (divided by - 2n i as usual), with eigenvalue 
a + b i . Let h = eM log z I , so h E E p+a but h is not in E p+a+e . By construction 
of the standard metric on E, we have Ihl- rP+a . Since / = e-MIOgz h we have 
III ~ C,P-e for all e > O. 

On the other hand, the association between E and the filtered local system 
L is compatible with taking duals. We may find a dual section A in (L*Lp 
such that A(l) = 1. But we know as above that IAI ~ Cr- p- e • Thus 

1 ~ IAIlII ~ Cr-P-el/l·, 
and so 1/1 ~ crP+e . Thus the metric on L induces the filtration Lp , completing 
the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. If K is a tame harmonic metric, then it induces a 
filtration on the .9Jx-module E. If we choose a standard metric H for this 
filtration, then by Corollary 4.3, Hand K are mutually bounded. Since H 
induces the appropriate filtration on L as shown above, the same is true of K . 

Remark. We can apply this method more generally. If we start with a tame 
harmonic bundle and form the associated filtered regular Higgs bundle or filtered 
regular 9 x-module, then we can use the construction of this section to put on a 
model metric giving the same filtration. By Corollary 4.3, the harmonic metric is 
bounded with respect to the model metric. This observation provides estimates 
on the growth of the harmonic metric, which will be explored in more detail in 
§7. 

6. STABILITY AND EXISTENCE RESULTS 

In this section we will identify the images of the functors :3 from the category 
of tame harmonic bundles to the categories of regular filtered Higgs bundles, 
and regular filtered .9Jx-modules (and hence also, filtered local systems). In 
previous sections, we have shown how a tame harmonic bundle gives a filtered 
regular Higgs bundle, and a filtered regular .9J x-module. The purpose of this 
section is to go back in the other direction, starting from a filtered regular Higgs 
bundle or .9Jx-module, to construct a tame harmonic bundle. This works if 
and only if the filtered regular object satisfies a stability condition. We will just 
state the main existence theorem, because this direction has already been dealt 
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with in [19] for the case of Higgs bundles. A gap in the exposition is that we 
have not given the proof of the other half of the main existence theorem for 
9 x -modules. This has been done in the compact case [2, 7], and the arguments 
to treat the noncompact case may be taken from [19]. 

First we define notions of degree of a metrized bundle and of a filtered bundle. 
We will prove that they coincide in the case when the filtration comes from an 
acceptable metric. 

If (E, K) is a holomorphic vector bundle with a metric, then its first Chern 
form is c1(E, K) = Tr(RK) , where RK is the curvature of the metric connec-
tion. Define the analytic degree to be 

deg(E, K) = Ix Tr(RK)· 

This may be a well-defined number, +00 or -00, or not convergent. This 
notion of degree is compatible with taking the determinant of the bundle-then 
one gets a line bundle whose curvature is the trace of the original curvature. If 
we ignore convergence problems, then it is compatible with all of the usual 
formulas for degrees of tensor products, direct sums, and duals. 

If (E , {E a, x}) is a filtered bundle on X, then define its algebraic degree as 

deg(E, {Ea,x}) = deg(Eo) + L L etrk(Gra(Ex))· 
x O:S;a<1 

This notion of degree is compatible with all of the usual formulas for degrees 
of determinants, tensor products, duals, and direct sums. 

Lemma 6.1. If E is a holomorphic bundle with an acceptable metric, then the 
degree is convergent. If {E a, x} denotes the filtration corresponding to K, then 

deg(E, K) = deg(E, {Ea x}). 

Proof. If (E, K) is acceptable, then in particular its curvature RK is in L I 
so the degree is absolutely convergent. We may go to the line bundle det(E). 
Since the construction E is compatible with taking determinants, as are both 
notions of degree, it suffices to prove that deg(L, K) = deg(L, {La x}) for 
a line bundle L. We may further tensor with a line bundle on X, so we 
may assume that Lo = &)[. Let a x denote the jumps in the filtrations, with 
o :::; ax < 1 . Then 

x 

On the other hand, at each point x the norm of the unit section 1 is given 
approximately by 111 ~ rax • Now d x log III = R is an L I function on X. By 
the estimate for the growth of III we get the equation of distributions on X: 

d)[loglll = R - LetxOx ' 
x 
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where Ox is a delta-function located at x. The integral of ~x log III over X 
is equal to zero, so we get 

deg(L, K) = f R = I>~x. lx x 

Thh proves the lemma. 

Lemma 6.2. If E is a holomorphic bundle with an acceptable metric K, and 
if FeE is a holomorphic subbundle, we may restrict the metric to F. Then 
either: (1) deg(F, K) = -00; or (2) deg(F, K) is finite, and F can be 
extended to a meromorphic subsheaf of E(E). In the latter case, F becomes a 
filtered bundle, and we have deg(F, {Fa}) = deg(F , K). 
Proof. See [19, Lemmas 3.2, 10.5, and 10.6, and Corollary 10.7]. The basic 
point is the Chern-Weil formula. Let n denote the orthogonal projection from 
E to F using the metric K. Recall that RK denotes the curvature on E. 
The following is the classical statement that curvature decreases in holomorphic 
subbundles: 

deg(F, K) = R Ix Tr(nARK) - Ix 18n12 • 

Thus if RK is integrable, then deg(F, K) will be either -00 or finite. If it is 
not -00, then F is an Li subsystem. In this case one shows that it is algebraic, 
and the degree is the same as the degree calculated by the induced filtration (cf. 
[19, Lemmas 10.5 and 10.6]). The proof of the fact that the algebraic and 
analytic degrees are the same in the above mentioned Lemma 10.5 does not 
quite apply here, but it is easily modified to work. The main point used there 
is that if e is a section of E which lies in Eo but not in EOH for any e > 0, 
then lelK "" rO in the sense that 

IloglelK -logrOI $ ellogrl 
for any e (and small r depending on e). Note that in [19] there was a better 
estimate of log I log rl, but the above would do just as well in applying the 
remark following [19, Proposition 2.2]. To prove the estimate in our case (using 
only the assumption that K is an acceptable metric), note that by definition of 
EO' we have 

log lelK - log rO $ ellog rl 
for any e. On the other hand, we may choose ..:l. to be a section of the dual E* 
such that ..:l. E E~o and ..:l.(e) = 1. The fact that K induces the dual filtration 
on the dual implies that 

log 1..:l.IK• + log rO $ ellog rl 

for any e. On the other hand, 1 $ 1..:l.IK"leIK ' so 

log lelK ~ -log 1..:l.IK " ~ log rO - ellog rl. 
Together these give 
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as desired. The remainder of the proof of [19, Lemma 10.5] carries through, 
bearing in mind the remarks during and following Proposition 2.2 there (Lemma 
2.2 here). 

We give two sets of definitions of stability for Higgs bundles and 9' x-modules. 
The first definitions are analytic, and depend on the choice of a metric K. The 
second definitions are algebraic, and depend on the choices of filtrations at the 
points at infinity. In the case when the filtrations come from an appropriate 
metric, it will be a consequence of the previous lemma that the two definitions 
of stability coincide. 

First some discussion of hypotheses is in order. The notion of analytic degree 
depends only on having a curvature which is in L 1 • This can either be the 
curvature of the holomorphic bundle, or one of the curvatures FK or GK as 
appropriate (cf. the remarks below). The notion of analytic stability depends on 
the extra structure 8 or V , for one considers subobjects which respect this extra 
structure. However, it is not necessary to assume that the 8 or V have any 
particular properties related to the metric. The situation is similar for algebraic 
degree and stability. For the notion of algebraic stability, it is not necessary to 
assume that 8 or V respect the filtrations in any way. In fact, it is not even 
necessary to assume that 8 or V are meromorphic. Of course, in practice 8 
or V will be regular with respect to the filtration. 

Suppose (E, D") is a Higgs bundle on X. Fix a metric K, and assume 
that the curvature FK is in L 1 • Say that (E, D" ,K) is analytically stable 
(resp. semistable) if for all subbundles M c E with D" M C M (i.e. M is 
holomorphic and preserved by 8), we have 

deg(M, K) ()deg(E, K) 
rk(M) <:$ rk(E) . 

Note that this makes sense, because the degree of M is either -00 (so the 
condition is automatic), or else a finite number. 
Remark. In calculating deg(E, K), we may use either the curvature FK , or the 
curvature RK of the metric connection 8K + 7i. This is because they differ by 
80 + 08, and Tr(80 + 08) = O. The same goes for any subobject. Note that if 
FK is used, then the extra term in the Chern-Weil formula becomes Ix ID" nl2 
instead of Ix l7inl2 . 

Suppose (V, D) is a 9'x-module on X. Fix a metric K, and assume that 
either GK or RK is in L1. Define the degree of V using the curvature RK 
(and similarly for any subobject). Say that (V, D, K) is analytically stable 
(resp. semistable) if for all sub-9'x-modules W C V (i.e. W is holomorphic 
and preserved by V), we have 

deg(W, K) «)deg(V, K) 
rk(W) < - rk(V) . 

Remark. As before, in calculating the degree deg( V , K) we may use the pseudo-
curvature -2GK instead of the curvature RK of the metric connection. This is 
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-2GK = - 28(0) = -(d" + o")(d' - 0')/2 

= - d' (0")/2 + d" (0')/2, 

whereas RK = d" (0'). Now 208 + 280 is equal to (d" - o")(d' - 0')/2 = 
-d' (0")/2 - d" (0')/2. Therefore we have 

RK = -2GK - 208 - 280. 

But Tr(08 + (0) = 0, so when calculating degrees, the integrands Tr(RK) and 
Tr( - 2G K) are the same. 

We should explicitly note the form of the Chern-Wei! formula if the curvature 
-2GK is integrated to obtain the degree of a subsystem. Suppose W c V is 
a sub-9" x-module, and let n denote the orthogonal projection onto W. The 
condition that W is a subsystem means that (1 - n )D( n) = o. We have 

Dw = nDn = Dn = nD - nD(n) 

and 
Dc C DC DC() w = nD n = n - n n. 

Here DC = D" - D' . Hence 
G C C C C 

4 w = DwDw + DwDw = nDnD n + nD nDn. 

The first term is equal to nDDcn + nD(n)Dcn . Now note that nD(n) = D(n) 
and D(n)n = O. Therefore the first term becomes nDDcn + D(n)Dc(n). The 
second term is just nDc Dn. Thus 

4Gw = 4nGn + D(n)Dc (n), -

hence 
4yCTTr(AGw) = 4yCTTr(nAG) + yCTATr(D(n)Dc(n)). 

The last term is equal to HATr(d'(n)o"(n)) - HATr(d"(n)o'(n». By the 
Kahler identities relating d" and 0' and vice-versa, this last term is equal to 
ID(n)12 • Thus 

yCTATr(-2GK , w) = yCTATr(-2nGK , v) -ID(n)12 /2. 

So the Chern-Wei! formula written in terms of -2GK is 

deg(V, K) = yCT Ix ATr(-2nGK ) - ~ Ix ID(n)12 • 

Suppose we are given a filtered regular Higgs bundle (E, 0, {Ee.}). Then we 
say that it is algebraically stable (resp. semistable) if for all algebraic subbundles 
FeE preserved by 0, 

deg(F, {Fe.}) «)deg(E, {Eo}) 
rk(F) < - rk(E) . 
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Here, {Fa} denotes the filtration induced on j.(F) by the given filtration on 
j.(V) . 

Similarly, if we are given a filtered regular 9'x-module (V, V, {~}), we 
say that it is algebraically stable (resp. semistable) if for all algebraic subbundles 
FeE preserved by (), 

deg(W, {Wa}) < «) deg(V, {Va}) 
rk(W) - rk(V) . 

Here, {Wa} denotes the filtration induced on j.(W) by the given filtration on 
j.(V) . 

Lemma 6.3. If (E, K) is a Higgs bundle or 9'x-module with metric such that 
R K is acceptable, let (E, {E a}) denote the corresponding filtered object con-
structed in §3. Then analytic stability (resp. semistability) of (E, K) is equiva-
lent to algebraic stability (resp. semistability) of (E, {Ea}) . 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 6.2. As noted previously, one 
needs no conditions on the behavior of () or V at infinity, measured by the 
metric or the filtrations. 

Theorem 5. Suppose (E, D", D, K) is an irreducible tame harmonic bundle. 
Then the resulting (metrized or filtered) Higgs bundle or 9' x-module is (ana-
lytically or algebraically) stable of degree zero. If (E, D" , D, K) is any tame 
harmonic bundle, then it is a direct sum of irreducible ones. 
Proof. The degrees are zero since GK = 0 and FK = o. By Lemma 6.3 it 
suffices to prove analytic stability. Suppose Me E is a subbundle preserved by 
D (resp. D"). Suppose that deg(M, K, D) = 0 (resp. deg(M, K, D") = 0) . 
Let n denote the orthogonal projection to M. Then in the Chern-Weil formula 
for calculations with the pseudo-curvature G (resp. the curvature F), the first 
term is identically zero since GK = 0 (and FK = 0). Thus we have 

0= deg(M , K, D) = -~ Ix ID(n)1 2 

(resp. 0 = deg(M, K, D") = - Ix ID"(n)1 2 ) and hence D(n) = 0 (resp. 
D" (n) = 0). But n is bounded, so also D" (n) = 0 (resp. D(n) = 0) (see 
the proof of Theorem 3). Therefore in either case, n gives an orthogonal de-
composition of (E, D, D" ,K) as a direct sum of two harmonic bundles. If E 
is irreducible, then no such subsystem M can exist, and in any case an induc-
tive application of this procedure expresses any harmonic bundle E as a direct 
sum of irreducible and hence stable factors. 

Now we may state the main existence result. 

Theorem 6. l. Suppose E is an analytic Higgs bundle on X with a metric K. 
Assume that the curvature FK is in e (p > 1) and that (E, K) is analytically 
stable. with analytic degree zero. Then there is a harmonic metric H which is 
bounded with respect to K. 
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2. Suppose V is an analytic 9 x-module on X with a metric K . Assume that 
the pseudo-curvature G K is in L P (p > 1). Suppose that (V, K) is analytically 
stable, with analytic degree zero. Then there is a harmonic metric H which is 
bounded with respect to K. 
Proof. The first part is proved in [19]. The second part is left to the reader. 
(Hint: The compact case is treated in Corlette's paper [2]; generalize to the 
noncom pact case as in the first part, noting that the symbols D" and D, D' 
and De, FK and -4GK , d' and de, and occasionally 7i and d, are basically 
interchangeable. All of the required positivity statements remain true, even 
though a few intermediate signs are different.) 

Corollary 6.4. The filtered regular Higgs bundles or 9 x -modules, which come 
from tame harmonic bundles by the functors 3 Do1 and 3 DR , consist exactly of 
the objects which are direct sums of stable objects of degree zero. . 
Proof. Suppose E is a stable filtered regular Higgs bundle of degree O. By 
Theorem 4 there is an acceptable metric such that FK is in LP which induces 
the given filtration. By Lemma 6.3, this metric is analytically stable, and by 
Lemma 6.1 the analytic degree is zero. By Theorem 5 there is a harmonic 
metric H which is bounded with respect to K. Hence H induces the same 
filtration. Thus our filtered regular Higgs bundle comes from a harmonic bundle. 
Note that tameness is a property of the Higgs bundle, and it is implied by the 
condition of regularity with respect to the filtration. The proof beginning with a 
filtered regular 9 x-module can be phrased identically. At the end, note that the 
flat sections of the 9 x-module grow polynomially with respect to the standard 
metric K constructed in Theorem 4, and hence they grow polynomially with 
respect to the harmonic metric H. By Proposition 2.1, the harmonic bundle is 
tame. 

Finally we include the notion of filtered local system. The degree of a filtered 
local system is defined to be the sum of the jumps in the filtrations at all points 
s , counted with multiplies. 

Lemma 6.5. The degree of a filtered local system agrees with the degree of the 
corresponding filtered 9 x -module. 
Proof. It suffices to look at objects of rank 1. Pick an extension of the line 
bundle to X which has degree zero. Then there is a connection d which is 
smooth over X, and V' = d + a where a is a scalar valued one-form with 
poles of order one. The sum of the eigenvalues of res(V') must be equal to 
zero, by the residue theorem. The degree of the 9 x-module is equal to the 
sum of the jumps in the filtration which define the particular extension we have 
chosen, since the degree of this extension is otherwise zero. On the other hand, 
the jumps in the filtration of the local system are the differences between the 
jumps in the filtration of the line bundle, and the eigenvalues of res(V'). Since 
the sum of the residues vanishes, the sum of the jumps for the local system is 
the same as that for the 9 x-module, giving the lemma. 
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Corollary 6.6. The notions of stability and semistability are preserved by the 
equivalence <I> between filtered local systems and filtered regular 9 x -modules. 
Proof. We have to show that if U c L is a subsystem of a filtered local system, 
with induced filtration, then the filtration of the 9 x-module <1>( U) is that 
induced by its being a submodule of <I>(L). To prove this we may decompose 
according to eigenvalues of the monodromy. Choose a logarithm M with real 
part of the eigenvalue equal to e. The subsystem U is preserved by M (its 
restriction there is again the logarithm of the monodromy). Our statement 
follows from the characterization that IE Lp if and only if eMlogzl E <I>(L)p+~' 
and the same characterization for U. 

Putting everything together, we get our main result. 

Main Theorem. The category of tame harmonic bundles is naturally equivalent, 
via the functors E, to the categories of direct sums of stable filtered regular Higgs 
bundles of degree zero, of direct sums of stable filtered regular 9 x -modules of 
degree zero, and of direct sums of stable filtered local systems of degree zero. 

7. WEIGHT FILTRATIONS 

In this section we will continue the local study near a singularity. We will in-
troduce weight filtrations, following the ideas developed by Schmid and Deligne 
in the case of variations of Hodge structure. In particular, we will obtain a new 
proof of Schmid's norm estimates for variations of Hodge structure [18], and 
will extend these estimates to regular harmonic bundles. 

The main point to notice is that in §5 we constructed some standard metrics 
on a filtered regular Higgs bundle or 9 x -module. However, by Corollary 4.3, 
these standard metrics must be mutually bounded with respect to any harmonic 
metric with the same associated filtration. In the first part of this section we 
will simply give a method for describing the estimates one obtains in this way. 

Recall that if E is a filtered bundle, then we define V = Res(E) to be the 
associated graded vector space for the filtration at some point s E S . Then we 
obtain an endomorphism N = Res( 0) or N = Res(\7) of the graded vector 
space V. We may decompose ~ = EBa+bi Va •a+bi according to the gener-
alized eigenvalues a + bi of N. Then on each piece Va •a+bi the nilpotent 
endomorphism N - a - bi defines a weight filtration Wk Va •a+bi indexed by 
integers k (cf. [18]). This is characterized by two properties: first, that if N is 
a nilpotent upper triangular 2 x 2 matrix, then its weight filtration is W_ 2 = 0, 
W_ 1 = Wo = Im(N) = Ker(N), and W; is the whole space; and second, that 
the construction is compatible with direct sums and symmetric powers. See the 
Synopsis for a description in terms of Jordan normal form. 

Suppose E is a tame harmonic bundle, and let (V, N) be the residue of 
(E(E, 8), 0) or (E(E, d"), \7). Let cr, 0) or (r, \7) be a standard object 
with residue (V, N) and the standard metric, described in §S. Our standard 
metric on E is obtained as the image of the standard metric. by some iso-
morphism of filtered bundles r == E. The standard metric, and the weight 
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filtration, are both obtained from symmetric powers of the two-dimensional 
nilpotent object. Thus we may characterize the weight filtration as follows. A 
vector v E V,.,a+bi is contained in Wk if and only if, for any extension iJ to a 
holomorphic section of r , we have the estimate 

This is because this property is preserved by symmetric powers and direct sums, 
and it holds for the basic standard objects (§5). By Corollary 4.3, the image of 
the weight filtration in E may be characterized in the same way, using the 
harmonic metric. We may define a combined filtration W(a, k) of the stalk 
j * Ex, indexed by the set of (a, k) in lexicographic order, so that a section e 
is in W(a, k) if and only if 

lel K :::; Cra llog rlk / 2 . 

Then the residue of this filtration on Gra(E) is equal to the weight filtration of 
the endomorphism N. This filtration is compatible with all tensor operations. 
It encodes the norm estimates for holomorphic sections of the Higgs bundle or 
.9'x-module associated to the tame harmonic bundle. 

Next, we would like to translate this into information about norms of flat 
sections. Define the weight filtration of a filtered local system as follows. For 
each p, the quotient Gr p (L) = L p / L p +e is a vector space with action of the 
associated graded of the monodromy matrix. Decompose according to eigen-
values, and then on each generalized eigenspace form the weight filtration using 
the nilpotent part of the monodromy, in the same way as above. This defines 
a weight filtration Wk of Gr p L, and we may lift this to a filtration of L p . 
Putting these together for all P we get a weight filtration W(P, k) indexed by 
(P , k) in lexicographic order. 

Suppose that the eigenvalues of the monodromy are all the same, and choose 
a logarithm M with eigenvalue a+bi. Then we contend that IE W(P, k)L if 
and only if h = eMlogz I is in W(P +a, k)E . To see this, note that I ~ eM log z I 
gives a map from Grp(L) to Grp+a(E) (by the definition of the relation be-
tween the filtrations). Note that V'eM10gZI = MeM10gZldz/z since I is a flat 
section. Therefore under this map, res(V') is equal to M. Thus the weight 
filtrations are the same. 

Given this fact, we obtain the norm estimates for flat sections: if L is a local 
system with metric such that G KELP for p > 1 , then 

IE W(P, k)L if and only if III:::; C'pllogrl k / 2 • 

To prove this note that by Corollary 4.3 we may assume that the metric is a 
standard one for the .9' x-module. Hence we may decompose according to the 
eigenvalue of the monodromy, and assume that there is only one eigenvalue. 
Choose a logarithm M (divided by -27Ci as usual), and write M = a + bi + N 
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with N nilpotent. If I E W(P, k)L then h = eM log Z I is in W(P + a, k)E , 
so by the norm estimates for E, we have Ihl ~ CrP+allogrlk/2 . Now 

I -M10gzh -a-bi ( N 2 2 ) = e = z 1 - N10gz + T(logz) _ ... h. 

Note that Nih E W(P + a, k - 2i)E (by the definition of the weight filtration), 
so INihl ~ CrP+allogrlk/2-i. Thus we get 

III :s; CrP I log rl k/2 . 

Now suppose I is in W(P, k) but not W(P, k - 1). Again, everything is 
compatible with passage to the dual (including the constructions of the weight 
filtrations on E and L), so we may choose a dual vector A E W(-P, -k)L* 
with A(l) = 1. By the same argument applied to the dual, we get IAI :s; 
Cr-PlIogrl-k/2, and from 1 :s; IAIIII we get III ~ crPlIogrlk/2. This com-
pletes the proof of the norm estimates. 

We may rephrase the estimates for the behavior of the harmonic metric on the 
local system" in terms of the equivariant harmonic map. Fix a ray p going out 
to the puncture. Let 4>: p -> GI(n, C)jU(n) be the harmonic map (restricted 
to one copy of the ray in the universal cover). If we construct a standard 
metric along the ray which satisfies the same norm estimates with respect to 
this weight filtration, and satisfies the appropriate estimates on the dual, then 
it will be bounded with respect to the harmonic metric. This means that the 
points in the classifying space GI(n, C)jU(n) for metrics will remain a bounded 
distance apart, distance being measured with an invariant metric. To construct 
the standard metric, choose a basis compatible with the weight filtration, and 
set the norms of the basis elements to be rP I log rl k/2 for appropriate P and 
k as described by the weight filtration. The resulting map from the ray p 
into the classifying space is given by the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
rP I log rlk/2. Thus the values of the equivariant harmonic map lie within a 
bounded distance of the values of the map given by this diagonal matrix. Note 
that the matrix is diagonal in the specific basis given by the weight filtration, 
which may involve a change of basis from a fixed frame at the base point. 

Isomorphism of the residues and weight filtrations. In the remainder, we will 
show that if a filtered regular Higgs bundle E and a filtered regular g x-module 
V are related by our construction (i.e. both come from a harmonic bundle), 
then the spaces Gr(E, s) and Gr(V, s) are isomorphic, with the structures of 
indexed decompositions, decompositions into eigenspaces of res( 0) or res(V'), 
and weight filtrations (bearing in mind the change of indexing represented in 
the table in §5). We do not construct a canonical isomorphism. 

I had originally hoped that the methods here would represent a simplification 
of the methods used by Schmid to obtain his norm estimates, and from what 
we know so far, one does obtain norm estimates. However, the present topic 
is clearly a necessary piece of information, and we will have to go through 
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considerable additional difficulties to get it. Furthermore, it would obviously 
be beneficial to have canonical isomorphisms. To get these, it seems probable 
that one would have to prove an S 12 orbit theorem for harmonic bundles. So 
the original optimism is unfounded-not much is gained by avoiding the S '2 
orbit theorem. The question of how to prove its analogue in the present case is 
an interesting problem for further study. 

Let (E, a + (), K) be the filtered regular Higgs bundle with a harmonic 
metric, and let (V , d' +d" , K) be the filtered regular 9J x-module with the same 
metric. First we remark on the metrics. There are equivalent standard metrics 
Ko on E and KI on V. The metric Ko is harmonic with respect to a Higgs 
operator ()o' which has residue equal to that of (). The metric Ko induces 
a different holomorphic structure d; = a + (j~o , giving a holomorphic bundle 
we call va. In fact, va is a filtered regular 9J x-module, with the associated 
graded and residues which correctly correspond to those of E. What we are 
really trying to prove is that Gr( V , s) ~ Gr( va ' s) . 

There is a holomorphic frame {ej } for E which is adapted to the metric 
Ko ' in the sense that 

leil = railIogrl ni 

and (e j , e) = O. The same is not quite true ofthe metric KI on V. However, 
there is an equivalent metric K2 such that there is an adapted basis. To see 
this, it suffices to see it for the standard two-dimensional object described in §5. 
We have two d" -holomorphic sections WI, ° and vo, I ,with Iw I ,ol~ = I log rl 

1 

and IVO,II~ = 21I0grl- l . However, (wl,o, VO,I)K = -1 (see §5). Define 
1 1 

the new metric K2 by IWI,01~2 = Ilogrl and IVO'II~2- = Ilogrl- I , but with 
(WI ,0, vO, I)K = O. Putting u = xllogrl- I/2w l ,0 + yllogrl l/2vo, I, we see that 

2 

lul~ = Ixl2 + 21yl2 - xy - yx whereas lul~ = Ixl2 + lyl2. These norms are 
1 2 

equivalent. Now by taking tensor products and direct sums we get our standard 
metric K2 • Note that if we are taking norms of things, we may use any of 
the metrics interchangeably, so we may for all practical purposes assume that 
the bases {eJ and {Vj} are adapted whichever metric is being used. All of 
the metrics are equivalent, so we need not specify which ones are used in the 
discussion to follow. 

Our first task is to make a preliminary effort to solve the d" problem for the 
bundle V. Constants will be implicit but dropped, and we will assume that r 
is small. 

Lemma 7.1. Suppose 11 is a (0, 1) form with coefficients in V, with 1111 ::; 
r"llogrl k • Then there is a section H11 such that d" (H11) = 11 and such that 
IH111 ::; ro+llIogrlk+llog Ilogrl· 

Proof. Choose an adapted basis {v) with norms raj I log ri kj , such that either 
-2 < 0: - 0:. < -1 , or 0: - 0:. = -2 and k - k. < -1 , or 0: - 0: - = -1 and ) J J - ) 
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k - kj ~ -1 . In terms of this basis we may write 

Yf=Lmjvj 
j 

759 

with 1m) $ rO-OjlIogrlk-kj. Let h denote the usual integral operator which 
solves the '8 problem for scalars, namely 

h(m)(x) = If m(y) dvol(y). 
x-y 

Recall that '8h(m) = m. Our assertions about this operator are as follows, 
supposing that Iml $ rallogrl n . If -2 < a < -1, then 

Ih(m)1 $ ra+1Ilogrl n ; 

if a = - 2 and n < -lor a = -1 and n > -1 , then 

Ih(m)1 $ l+1110grl n+1 ; 

and finally if a = -lor a = -2 , and n = -1 , then 

Ih(m)1 $ ra+1Ilogrln+1logl1ogrl. 

If we can prove these assertions, then setting 

HYf = Lh(mj)vj 
j 

and applying the assertions term by term with a = a - a j and n = k - kj , we 
will get IHql $ ro+lllogrlk+llog Ilogrl as desired. 

Before proving the assertions, we note the asymptotic behavior of some in-
definite integrals involving logarithms. Namely, 

! tUlIogtlV dt '" CtU+llIogtlV 

as t -> 0, provided that u =F -1 . If u = -1 then t d t = d log t , and we get 

! rlllogtl V = Cllogtlv +1, 

unless of course v = -1 in which case the integral is Clog I log tl . 
To prove the assertions, note that 

Ih(m)(x)1 $ [(Ixi) ~f! Iylallog Iylln d vol(y) , 
Ix-yl 

the integration being taken over a disk of fixed radius B , say less than 1. Divide 
the integral into three regions: 

(i) Iyl $ Ix1/2, 
(ii) Ixl/2 $ Iyl $ 21xl , 

(iii) Iyl ~ 21xl· 
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Denote the three integrals by I(i)(r) , I(ii)(r) , and I(iii)(r) , with r = Ixl. 
Region (i): We have I/Ix - yl:::; C/lxl, so 

C lor a+l nd I(i)(r) :::; - s pogsl s. 
r 0 

(The additional factor of s in the integrand comes from the volume form 
sdsdO.) If a > -2 then as noted above the integral is less than Cra+1llogrln . 
If a = -2 but n < -1, it is less than Cra+ll1ogrln+l, and if a = -2 and 
n = -I it is less than Cra+l l1ogrl n+1log Ilogrl. 

Region (ii): We have Iyl '" lxi, so a nl dvol(y) 
I(ii) (r) '" Cr I log rl I I 

r/2~lyl$2r X - Y 

(with Ixl = r). We may as well replace the region of integration by the bigger 
region Ix - yl :::; Cr, so the integral becomes 

rCrdvol(x-y)=C rCrsds =Cr. 
10 Ix-yl 10 s 

Thus I(ii)(r) :::; Cra+1llogrln . 
Region (iii): We have I/Ix - yl :::; C/lyl, so 

I(iii)(r) :::; IB sal10gsln ds. 

(In this case the additional factor of s from the volume form is canceled by 
the factor of Iyl = s in the denominator.) If a < -I then as noted pre-
viously the integral is less than Cra+1pogrln . If a- = -I and n > -I, 
it is less than Cra+1llog rln+1 , and if a = -I and n = -I it is less than 
Cra+ll1ogrln+llogllogrl. 

These together prove the assertions about the behavior of Ih(m)(x)l, which 
completes the proof of the lemma. 

Next we would like to show that the decomposition according to eigenvalues 
of res(O) is essentially the same (up to a change of indexing) as the decompo-
sition according to eigenvalues of res(V'), to a certain order. 

By choosing an appropriate holomorphic basis, we may define a d" -holomor-
phic endomorphism Iff of V, such that if v is a holomorphic section with 
Ivi '" rc:tllogrlk, then V'v is approximately equal to (adz/z + If/)v, in the 
sense that 

lV'v - vadz/z -If/vl:::; rc:t-ll1ogrlk-1 . 

The endomorphism 'fI will be semisimple with eigenvalues of the form P d z / z . 

Lemma 7.2. The endomorphisms Iff and 0 are close in the sense that for any 
e > 0, J 2 1-£ 120 - Iff I I log rl d vol < 00. 
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Proof. We will show that if v is a holomorphic section with Ivl '" r"llogrlk , 
then I 2 -2" l-t-2k d 120(v) - 'II(v)1 r Ilogrl vol < 00. 

Since we may as well assume that our metric comes from a basis of such vectors 
v , this will prove the lemma. By tensoring with line bundles, we may assume 
that a = O. By the definition of 'II we have 

1'II(v) - 20(v)12 :5 1V'(v) - 20(v)12 + Cr -2/logrI2k-2. 

For the second term on the right, note that 

! (r -2/logrI2k-2)/logrll-e-2k dvol 

! rdr 
= C 2 1 < 00. r Ilogrl +t 

For the first term on the right, recall that V' = tJ' + 20, where tJ' + d" is a 
metric compatible connection. Thus we have to show that 

! ItJ'(v)12/logrll-e-2k dvol < 00. 

We will use the Weitzenbock formula for the connection tJ' + d" which was 
used.in the proof of Lemma 4.1: 

dlvl2 :5 -ltJ' (v)12 + Clvl2r -2110grl-2. 

Twist this formula by /logrl l - e- 2k . Note that 

d(fllogrlP ) :5/logrIPd(f)+p(p-l)fr-211ogrIP-2+2pldflr-lllogrIP-I. 

Furthermore, dlvl 2 = Re(v, tJ'v) (since d"v = 0), so Idlvl21 :5 IvlltJ'vl. 
Putting these together we get 

d(lvI2110grll-t-2k):5 _ltJ'vI2110grll-e-2k + ClvI2r-2110grl-l-e-2k 
, -I -e-2k 

+ ClvlltJ vir Ilogrl . 

On the other hand, note that 
, -I -I 2 -2 -2 , 2 

IvlltJ vir Ilogrl :5 Clivi r Ilogrl + C21tJ vi , 

where C2 can be made small at the expense of making CI large. Thus we can 
remove the last term in the previous inequality: 

d(lvI2110grll-t-2k) :5 _ltJ'vI2110grll-e-2k + Clvl2r -2110grrl-t-2k . 

Furthermore, recall that Iv 12 '" /log rl 2k , so we get 

d(lvI21Iogrll-e-2k) :5 _ltJ'vI2110grll-e-2k + Cr -2110grl-I-e. 
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The last term Cr-2110grl- 1- t is the Laplacian of Cllogrl l- t , so we may sub-
tract that to the other side to get 

~((IvI2110grl-2k + C)llogrl l- e ) ~ _1~lvI2110grll-I:-2k . 
Note that (IvI2110grl-2k + C) is bounded, so the operand of the Laplacian on 
the left-hand side is a function which grows slower than the Green's function. 
It follows that the right-hand side is an L 1 function, and that the inequality 
holds weakly (see Lemma 2.2). The integrability of the right side is exactly the 
statement we needed to prove the lemma. 

-K -K 1 1 Lemma 7.3. We have 1000 - 0 I ~ r- Ilogrl- . 
Proof. Let us recall some information from §2. We have 

o + O=u+-r=Of.+P+-r +-r , 
where 0: is diagonal (in an orthonormal basis) with entries Ai d z j z, P is diago-
nal with IPI ~ r-1+1: , and -r is upper triangular with l-rl ~ Cr- l l1ogrl- l . -r0 is 
the component of -r with (i, j) entries for Ai = Aj ,and -r + is the component 
with (i, j) entries for Ai i= Aj . Note that P and -r may be multivalued (with 
finite branching), but Of. , P + -r0 , and -r+ are single valued. Furthermore we 
know that 1-r+1 ~ r- I +£ • There is an endomorphism ¢ which is 8-holomorphic 
and semisimple with eigenvalues Ai d z j z. The eigenspaces of ¢ are the sums of 
the generalized eigenspaces for 0 for eigenvalues of residues Ai' We know that 
¢ = Of. + q, where Iql ~ r- I +£ • Let ~ be the matrix with the same eigenspaces 
as ¢, but with complex conjugate eigenvalues. Note that there is a polynomial 
P with constant coefficients such that 

z4>jdz = P(z¢jdz). 

The same polynomial gives ZOf.jdz=P(zo:jdz). Now Izqjdzl ~,e. Therefore 
P(zo:jdz + zqjdz) = P(zo:jdz) + R, 

where IRI ~ rl: . Therefore 
~=(i+ii 

with liil ~ r-l+& . On the other hand, ¢ = a + 71 and 1711 ~ r- I+£ • Therefore 
I¢-~I~r-I+£. 

Note that 4> does not depend on the metric K. We may write 0 = ¢ + p , 
where p = P + -r - q. Note that p is single valued and Ipl ~ r-Illogrl- I . 

Then 0 = ¢ + p, and hence 
10 - 4>1 ~ r- l l1ogrl- 1 • 

Recall that 00 was the one-form which made the standard metric Ko har-
monie, and recall that it shares the same endomorphism ¢. In particular, by 
the same argument as above, 

-K ~ -I -I 1000 - ¢1:5 r Ilogrl . 
This proves the lemma. 
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We will improve Lemma 7.2: 

Lemma 7.4. 128 - '111:5 r- l l1ogrl- 1 . 
Proof. The idea is to make ¢ into a d" -holomorphic endomorphism rp, and 
then to compare rp with'll. We first claim that 1[0, ¢]I :5 r- 2+& • To see this, 
write 8 = O! + ,0 + P + ,+ . Recall that r> commutes with O! (as does a). On 
the other hand, IP + '+1 :5 r-I+e. Also, ¢ = O! + q and Iql :5 r- I +I1 • Putting 
these together gives the claim (it works uniformly on any sector, but the claim 
is single valued). 

We may now use the operator H which solves the d"-problem, discussed in 
Lemma 7.1. The above claim implies (after decreasing e) that 

IH([O, ¢])I:5 r- I +&. 

Set rp = ¢-H([O, ¢]). Note that d"(¢) = 8(¢) +O(¢) = [0, ¢]. Thus we have 
d" (rp) = o. On the other hand, Irp - ¢I :5 ,-1+& , so 

Irp - 81:5 ,-lllog'I-I. 

Now, 2rp - 'II is a d"-holomorphic endomorphism of V , so we have 12rp - 'III '" 
,ll<llog'lk for some O! and k. We have 

12rp - '111:5 r-lllog,r l + 128 - 'III, 
so by Lemma 7.2, 

12rp - 'III I log 'I vol < 00. ! 2 I-ed 

From this we conclude that O! ~ -1, and if O! = -1 then k :5 -1. Thus 
12rp - '111:5 r-Illogrr l , which implies the lemma. 

Corollary 7.5. We have I'll - '1101 :5 ,-Illogrl- I . 
Proof. The same lemma as above holds for the system Va, namely 1280 - '1101 
:5 r-1Ilog'I-I. On the other hand, recall that 180 - 81 :5 ,-1+&. Therefore 
128 - '1101 :5 ,-lllogrl-1 . Putting this together with the conclusion of the above 
lemma, we get the corollary. 

Consider the identity map I of E thought of as a map from Va to V. 
Since the metrics of Vo and V are mutually bounded, I is bounded. Choose 
adapted bases v? and v j' d; - or d" -holomorphic respectively. Say 

k 0 ° kO 
Iv) '" ,<>jllogrl j and Iv; I '" r"illogrl i . 

We may write 

; ,j 

We know that 8(/) = o. Therefore 
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On the other hand, d"(/) = Ej.j8(Ii)(V~)* ® vj" Thus o(/i) = mij" Set 
Q jj = Q j - Q~ and k jj = kj - k~. Then (v~) ® Vj is an adapted basis 
for Hom(Yo, V) with norms rOijllogrlkjj respectively. In particular, we have 
IIijl :::; Cr-Ojjllogrl-kij. We may assume that the (Qjj , k j) are arranged in 
the interval from (-2, -1) to (-1, -1) inclusive (referring to the obvious 
lexicographic order). 

Let A.~ and A. j denote the residues of the eigenValues of ",0 and '" for the 
vectors v~ and Vj (we may assume that they are eigenvectors). 

Proposition 7.6. There is a sequence of points xn -- 0 and constants en -- 0 
such thatforany i, j with (A.~, Q~ (mod Z), k~) # (A.j' Q j (mod Z), kj ), then 
IIijrOijlIogrlkijl(xn) :::; en· 

As a corollary of this proposition we get the following, which is the main 
theorem of the section. 

Theorem 7. The dimensions of the spaces of vectors with a given (A., Q (mod Z), 
k) are the same for Yo and V. In particular, the associated graded pieces and 
residues are the same. 
Proof. There is an e such that if a matrix is divided into blocks, and all entries 
outside the blocks are of size less than e, and all other entries are bounded 
and the determinant is one, then the blocks must be square. To prove this, it 
suffices to consider the case of two blocks. If they are not square, then this 
means that there is an i such that the (i, i) entry is not in one of the blocks, 
and such that the entries U, k) for j ~ i and k :::; i are not in the blocks (or 
the reverse, which is the same). Now det(ajk ) = Eu ±a1u(l) ... anu(n). But for 
every permutation 0' there is a j ~ i such that aU) :::; i (since you cannot fit 
the n + 1 - i numbers j ~ i into the interval k > i which has length n - i). 
Thus there is one j such that la ju(j) I :::; e. In particular, the determinant is less 
than eCn- 1 n!. If e is small then this cannot be equal to 1. 

Now apply this fact to the matrix whose entries are IijrOjj I log rl kij . The 
determinant of this matrix is 1 (since det( Yo) = det( V)). If we arrange the 
basis vectors according to the values of (A., Q (mod Z), k) then we get exactly 
a block decomposition as described above. The previous paragraph implies that 
the blocks are square, which is the statement of the theorem. 

Proof of Proposition 7.6. The rest of the section will be occupied with the proof 
of the proposition. Define the following fancy norms: 

IIfll~ = f Ifl2 d vol , 
r2110grl 

f dvol 
Ilfllw= If I. 211 II II I· r ogr og ogr 
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Notice the following fact: if IIfll w < 00 then there is a sequence of points 
xn --+ 0 and constants en --+ 0 such that If(xn)1 ~ en (and the same is true for 
the Z norm). Furthermore, if 1I.t;ll w < 00 for finitely many .t; then we may 
choose a sequence {xn } which works for all of the .t;. This is because 

f dvol 
r2110g rl10g 110g rl = 00 . 

Thus to prove the proposition it suffices to show under the same hypotheses that 
IIljjrO;illogrlkijllw < 00. 

Lemma 7.7. We have IMI ~ ;-Illogrl- I and, in fact, the stronger estimate 
IIMrlogrllz < 00. 

Proof. The first part is Lemma 7.3. Since D" (I) = 0 we have the Weitzenbock 
formula 

.:ll/12 ~ -ID' (1)12. 
This estimate holds weakly across the puncture. Furthermore 1/12 is bounded. 
Therefore, since I log rl is the Greens function for the Laplacian, 

f ID'(/)12110grldvol < 00. 

Note that M is the (0, 1) component of D' (I) , so this gives the desired in-
equality. 

As a consequence of this lemma, we have Imijl ~ r-oij-ll1ogrl-kij-1 and 
II mjjrOij+ I I log rlkij+1ll z < 00. From the first estimates, and the result used in 
Lemma 7.1, we have, whenever o'jj is not an integer, 

Ih(m;)1 ~ r -Oijl1ogrl-kij - 1 . 

In particular, IIh(mj)rOijllogrlkijllw < 00. Suppose o'jj is an integer. We may 
also treat the case k jj =f:. 0 with the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.8. Suppose f is a (0, I)-form with IIfrl1ogrl-kliz < 00 and If I ~ 
r-Illogrlk , with k > -1. Then IIh(f)l1ogrl-k-11Iw < 00. Similarly, if 
IIfr2l1ogrl-kliz < 00 and If I ~ r-21logrlk with k < -I, then 

-k-I IIh(f)rl1ogrl Ilw < 00. 

Proof. Note that we start with an estimate for II liz and obtain an estimate for 
IIlIw' We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 7.2. Let 

I(x) = r If(y)1 dvol(y). 
J1YI 5:B Ix - yl 

Using the same regions as before, and following similar arguments, we get 

I(x) ~ I(i) (Ixl) + I(ii) (x) + I(iii) (Ixl) , 
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where 
1 [,r I(i)(r) = - I/(y) I dvol(y) 
r lyl=O 

and 
[,

B I/(y)1 
I(iii)(r) = -1-1- dvol(y). 

Iyl=r Y 

The middle integral I(ii) (x) is bounded by I log rlk in the first case, and by 
r -11 log rlk in the second case, so it poses no problem and we can ignore it. 
Similarly, in the first case the first integral I(i)(r) is bounded by 110grlk and 
in the second case the integral I(iii)(r) is bounded by r-1llogrlk , so we may 
ignore them. 

Go now to the first case. We know that 

! 2 dvol 
III Ilogrl2k+1 <00 

and we have to show that 

! rdr 
Ie)r) < 00. 

III r2110g rlk+2 10g I log rl 

We have I(iii)(r) = frB I/(ue i6 )1 du where the integration over the angle () is to 
be understood from now on. Thus our integral in question is 

fB fB I/(ue i6 )1 :+~dr 
1 r=O 1 u=r rllog rl log I log rl 

= fB I/(ue i6 )1 du r dr . 
1u=0 1r=0 rllogrlk+210g Ilogrl 

:5 C fB I/(ue i6 )1 du . 
1u=0 Ilogulk+1logllogul 

The last step is due to the fact that -k-2 < -1 . Now apply Holder's inequality: 

fB I/(ue i6 )1 du 
1u=0 Ilogulk+llogllogul 

(! 1/12u du ) 1/2 (! du ) 1/2 
:5 l1ogul2k+1 ul1ogul(logilogul)2 

The first term on the right is finite by assumption, and the second term on the 
right is clearly finite, so our integral is finite. This proves the first part of the 
lemma. 

For the second part, we know that 

! 2 r2 dvol 
III Ilogrl2k+1 < 00 
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and we have to show that 

f rdr 
rl(.)(r) 2 k 2 < 00. 

1 r 110g rl + log Ilogrl 

We have rI(i)(r) = J; If(uei6 )lu du. Thus the integral in question is 

fB l' If(uei6 )1 u du dr 
J ,=0 u=o rllog rlk+2 log 110g rl 

lB i6 lB dr 
= If(ue )Iudu k+2 

u=o ,=u rllog rl log I log rl 

$ C lB If(u/6)1 u du . 
u=o I log ulk+llog I log ul 

The last step is due to the fact that -k - 2 > - i . Now apply HOlder's inequality: 

lB If(uei6)1 udu 
u=o 110gulk+1 110g I log ul 

(f Ifl2u3 du ) 1/2 (f du ) 1/2 

$ l1ogul2k+1 ul1ogul(logl1ogul)2 
The first term on the right is again finite by assumption, and the second term 
on the right is finite, so our integral is finite. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 

Corollary 7.9. If aij is not an integer or ifit is an integer but kij 1= 0, then 

IIh(mi)rOijllogrlkijllw < 00. 

Proof. This follows from our estimate for mij and from the lemma. 

Corollary 7.10. If a ij is not an integer or if it is an integer but kij 1= 0, then 

1I/u'°ij 1 log rlkij II w < 00 • 

Proof. lij - h(mi) are holomorphic functions, bounded by r-Ojjllogrrkij . If 
a ij is not an integer or if kij 1= 0 then these holomorphic functions are in fact 
bounded by r-Ojjllogrl-kjj-I/2. Thus these holomorphic functions satisfy the 
same bounds desired for lij' On the other hand, the previous corollary gives 
these bounds for the h(m i). Adding the two, we get the corollary. 

Lemma 7.11. If )..~ 1= ;'j' then IIi) $ r-ajjllogrl-kjj-I 

Proof. Corollary 7.5 says that IlJIo -IJII $ r- l l1ogrl- l . Note that 

L dz * IJI = A..-(v.) ®v. 
J Z J J 
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The adaptedness of our bases implies the result. 

Note that this lemma gives the required estimate in the case A~ =I Aj • To-
gether, the above arguments prove the proposition. This also completes the 
proof of the main theorem. 

Remark. If the eigenvalues of 0 are purely imaginary, so the corresponding 
local system has trivial filtration, then you can easily tell the conjugacy classes 
of the monodromy transformations from the filtered regular Higgs bundle E, 
more specifically from the decomposition of Gr(E, s) and the residue of O. 
The weight filtration for the unipotent part of the monodromy on any eigenspace 
is the same as the weight filtration of the residue of 0 on the corresponding 
space, and the eigenvalues of the monodromy correspond to the eigenvalues of 
res(O) and the level a in the decomposition of Gr(E, s), as indicated in the 
table in §S. 

8. VARIATIONS OF HODGE STRUCTURE 

In this section we will describe which harmonic bundles come from complex 
variations of Hodge structure (see the Synopsis for definitions), in the same 
way as in the compact case. Namely, there is an action of C* on the space 
of filtered regular Higgs bundles t: (E, 0) ...... (E, to) , which preserves stability 
and degree, and we prove the following. 

Theorem 8. The set of harmonic bundles which come from complex variations of 
Hodge structure is equal to the set of those which are fixed by the action of c* 
(or any infinite subgroup thereof). 
Proof. A filtered regular Higgs bundle E which is decomposed, E = EB EP 

with 0: E P -+ EP- I ® n~, is a system of Hodge bundles. In a preliminary 
version of the present work, contained in the last section of [19], the stable 
filtered regular systems of Hodge bundles were seen to correspond to complex 
variations of Hodge structures. 

We will show that if (E, 0) is a filtered regular Higgs bundle, and (E, 0) 3: 
(E, to), then (E, 0) comes from a filtered regular system of Hodge bundles. 
Suppose t is a nonzero complex number, not of finite order. Let rp: E -+ E be 
the given isomorphism intertwining 0 with to. Decompose E into eigenspaces 
for rp, and label them according to powers of t, so E = EB E P and 0: EP -+ 

E P- I ® n ~. The only point of difference with the compact case is that we must 
show that the decomposition ()f E is compatible with the filtration, in other 
words that Eo. = EB E~ . But each of the bundles Eo: is preserved by rp (since 
rp is a morphism of filtered bundles), so Eo: has an eigenspace decomposition. 
This decomposition is determined by what happens at the generic point of X, 
so the eigenspace in Eo. is the intersection of the eigenspace in J*E with Eo.. 
Thus we get a filtered regular system of Hodge bundles. To complete the proof 
from here, see [19]. 
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Remark. When checking stability of a filtered regular system of Hodge bundles, 
it suffices to consider only subsystems of Hodge bundles [19]. 

Corollary 8.1. Suppose a semisimple representation of the fundamental group 
of X has monodromy transformations at the punctures whose eigenvalues have 
norm 1, and suppose that there is only one representation with those specified 
monodromy transformations. Then the representation comes from a complex 
variation of Hodge structure. 
Proof. Look at the harmonic bundle associated to the semisimple representation 
(with trivial filtrations of the local system). The condition that the eigenvalues 
of the monodromy transformations have norm one means that the residue of 0 
is nilpotent. Thus the isomorphism class of res( 0) is preserved by the action of 
C*. By the main theorem of the previous section, this means that the isomor-
phism classes of the monodromy transformations are preserved by the action 
of C*. The other hypothesis now implies that the representation is preserved 
by C* , so it comes from a variation of Hodge structure. 

Remark. If, as is to be expected, the correspondence we have developed has 
any reasonable continuity properties, then we may replace the strong rigidity 
hypothesis in the corollary by the weaker hypothesis of local rigidity, i.e. that 
the representation has no deformations which preserve the monodromy trans-
formations at the punctures. 
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